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     To provide essential design information of microchannel evaporators, an experimental 
study was conducted on the effects of geometry, operating conditions and fluid properties 
on the distribution of refrigerant and pressure drop in horizontal heat exchanger 
manifolds. An experimental facility with a visualization section for mimicking a real heat 
exchanger manifold geometry was developed. Under realistic operating conditions, 
measurements of refrigerant distribution were conducted by measuring mass flow rates 
and vapor quality of all branch tube groups (individual adjacent heat exchanger tubes 
were grouped in groups) for a total of 60 test cases. The flow direction within the heat 
exchangers is vertically upward.  
     Stratified flow is observed for the end inlet case of the dividing manifold due to the 
gravitational effect. The liquid level increases along the dividing manifold because the 
liquid is traveling farther than the vapor due to inertia difference. Near the end of the 
manifold, the liquid level is almost constant. For the side inlet case, it is observed that the 
incoming refrigerant impinges on the inner side wall of the manifold, and is divided 
 ii 
symmetrically near the inlet, and the interface between the vapor and the liquid has a V-
shaped form near the inlet.  
     Based on the measurements, it is observed that for the end inlet case, the profile of the 
branch tube inlet vapor quality is of a “stepwise” shape. There exist two almost constant 
value regions, one of about 100% vapor quality near the inlet and the remainder of about 
12% vapor quality with a very short transition region. For the end inlet case, as the 
manifold inlet mass flow rate increases, the number of branch tube groups having almost 
100% tube inlet vapor quality increases also because the vapor-liquid interface is moving 
farther towards the end of the manifold due to the increased momentum. However, for the 
side inlet case, there is no such region having 100% branch tube inlet vapor quality. For 
the side inlet case, the profile of the branch tube inlet vapor quality is symmetric. Near 
the inlet, the branch tube inlet vapor quality is about 60 ~ 70%, and near the end of the 
manifold, the branch tube inlet vapor quality is about 20%. In between two regions, the 
branch tube inlet vapor quality decreases monotonously along the manifold. The flow 
distribution is strongly affected by the manifold inlet location and/or manifold inlet 
geometry and manifold inlet vapor mass flux. 
     Correlations are proposed using the T-junction concept in a modified form from 
Watanabe et al.’s method (1995). For R-410A and R-134a tests with both inlet cases, 
90% of measured vapor inlet quality data and 90% of measured liquid fraction of taken 
off data are within predicted values ± 0.1. To investigate the effect of refrigerant 
maldistribution on the performance of the tested heat exchangers, heat exchanger 
simulations were conducted. Based on the heat exchanger simulation results using test 
results for the refrigerant distribution, for the side inlet case, the capacity degradation 
 iii 
based on the uniform distribution at the tested inlet manifold mass flow rates (at 30, 45 
and 60 g/s) is 5 ~ 8%. For the end inlet case, as the inlet manifold mass flow rate 
increases, the capacity degradation based on the uniform distribution ranges from 4% to 
15% as a function of the manifold inlet mass flow rate. Therefore, the side inlet is 
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LIST OF FINDINGS 
 For all entire test conditions, both non-uniform distribution of the mass flow rate and 
non-uniform distribution of the vapor and liquid phases were found, and in the current 
study, the degree of non-uniform distribution of the vapor and liquid phases was more 
severe than that of the mass flow rate. 
 The differences between R-410A and R-134a are minor. 
 The refrigerant distribution is little affected by the variation of heat load, tube pitch, 
and number of parallel tubes. 
 The refrigerant distribution is strongly affected by the manifold inlet location and/or 
inlet geometry and manifold inlet vapor mass flux (total mass flux and vapor quality).  
 The profile of the branch tube inlet vapor quality depends on the manifold inlet 
location and/or the manifold inlet geometry. For the end inlet case, the profile of the 
branch tube inlet vapor quality is of a “stepwise” shape. There exist two almost 
constant value regions, one of about 100% vapor quality, one of about 12% vapor 
quality with a very short transition region. Near the inlet, the branch tube inlet vapor 
quality is almost 100%, and near the end of the manifold, the branch tube inlet vapor 
quality is about 12%. In between two regions, there is a short transition area. For the 
side inlet case, the incoming refrigerant impinges on the manifold wall, and is divided 
symmetrically near the inlet. As a result, the profile of the branch tube inlet vapor 
quality is symmetric.  The interface between the vapor and liquid has a V-shape near 
the inlet. Near the inlet, the branch tube inlet vapor quality is about 60 ~ 70%, and 
near the end of the manifold, the branch tube inlet vapor quality is about 20%. In 
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between two regions, the branch tube inlet vapor quality decreases monotonously 
along the manifold.   
 For the end inlet case, as the manifold inlet mass flow rate increases, the number of 
branch tube groups having almost 100% tube inlet vapor quality is increasing because 
the vapor-liquid interface is moving farther towards the end of the manifold due to the 
increased momentum.  
 Based on the heat exchanger simulation results using test results for the refrigerant 
distribution, for the side inlet case, the capacity degradation as compared to the 
uniform distribution at the tested inlet manifold mass flow rates (at 30, 45 and 60 g/s) 
is 5 ~ 8%. For the end inlet case, as the inlet manifold mass flow rate increases, the 
capacity degradation as compared to the uniform distribution is larger. The capacity 
degradation ranges from 4% to 15% as a function of the manifold inlet mass flow 
rate.  The side inlet refrigerant supply is preferred to the end inlet since the capacity 
degradation is less for a wide range of mass flow rates. 
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The two basic demands for air-conditioning and refrigeration products are higher 
efficiency and compact size. Past energy crises and recent international concerns about 
climate change or global warming potential (GWP) have garnered public attention on 
improving energy efficiency of air-conditioning and refrigeration systems. Both system 
manufacturers and users want a size reduction of the system to reduce shipping and 
handling costs and to save installation space. Compact heat exchangers meet these 
demands very well, and the number of their applications increased during the last decade. 
Automotive climate control systems are a good example of an application of compact 
heat exchangers since they have to provide improved thermal comfort against increased 
thermal load and need a reduced component weight. These demands have resulted in 
aluminum brazed compact heat exchangers (termed here microchannel heat exchangers 
or multiport heat exchangers). As the technology in aluminum brazed compact heat 
exchangers advances, the hydraulic diameter of the tube channel is reduced to a size of 
less than 1 mm. This reduced cross sectional area of each tube requires many parallel 
tubes to maintain the pressure drop across heat exchangers in a reasonable range. This 
leads to refrigerant mal-distribution issues, especially in evaporators. Refrigerant flow 
maldistribution can be defined as non-uniform distribution of the mass flow rate, and/or 
non-uniform distribution of the individual phases.   
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1.2 Description of Challenges 
In the refrigeration cycle, the condensed liquid refrigerant is expanded to a two-phase 
fluid entering the evaporator. In many applications, the evaporator paths are divided into 
a number of parallel sections to keep the pressure drop across the evaporator within a 
reasonable range and to maximize overall heat exchanger performance. Since the state of 
the refrigerant entering the evaporator is two-phase and its quality changes depending 
upon the operating conditions, the proper refrigerant distribution to individual sections is 
not an easy task. Non-uniform distribution will cause dry out at the sections of lesser 
mass flow rate and/or of higher vapor inlet quality by superheating the refrigerant vapors 
due to smaller cooling capacity. This can result in non-uniform heat exchanger surface 
temperature distribution and poor utilization of available heat transfer area. Since single 
phase heat transfer coefficients (HTCs) are much lower than those for two-phase flow, 
both refrigerant-side HTCs and air-side HTCs are lower than those of surfaces with two-
phase flow. In addition to this, the temperature difference between the air and refrigerant 
decreases due to the increased refrigerant temperature. Therefore, refrigerant 
maldistribution results in an overall deterioration of heat exchanger performance.  
 
1.3 Objective 
It is the objective of this work to provide essential design information of microchannel 
evaporators (or multiport evaporators) by conducting an experimental study on the effects 
of geometry, operating conditions, and fluid properties on the distribution of refrigerant 
and pressure drops in heat exchanger manifolds. In order to achieve the proposed 
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objective, experiments and numerical analysis are needed. For the experimental work, the 
following approach is taken: to visualize the flow through a dividing manifold (or 
dividing header, or distributing header) of a microchannel heat exchanger (or a multiport 
heat exchanger), to measure the refrigerant mass flow rate and vapor quality for each 
branch tube group (As shown in Figure 3.1, three branch tubes are grouped together as 
one branch tube group using baffles in the combining manifold), and measure the 


















2    LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Refrigerant mal-distribution in the evaporator is not a new problem. Many engineers have 
tackled this issue in conventional heat exchangers with an experimental and numerical 
approach. Recently researchers conducted experimental and numerical work in 
microchannel heat exchangers. The following summary provides highlights of previous 
studies. 
 
2.1 Microchannel Tube Manifolds  
Sivert Vist (2003) investigated two-phase refrigerant flow distribution in microchannel 
tube heat exchanger manifolds with 16mm inner diameter having ten parallel 
microchannel tubes with 21 mm tube pitch. The dimension of the microchannel is as 
follows: the thickness is 1.65 mm, and the width is 13.3 mm. In his study, CO2 and HFC-
134a were used as refrigerants. It was found that for the upward flow experiments, vapor 
was taken off in the first branch tubes, while liquid was taken off in the last branch tubes 
of the manifold. More liquid was taken off in the first branch tubes with reduced 
hydraulic diameter of the manifold. For the downward branch tubes, liquid was 
preferentially taken off in the first branch tubes, and vapor was traveling to the last 
branch tubes. It was shown that more vapor entered the first branch tubes and more of the 
liquid was transported to the last branch tubes with the reduced hydraulic diameter of the 
manifold and the reduced hydraulic diameter of the manifold by introducing tube 
protrusion. For upward flow, it was shown that the branch tube heat transfer uniformity 
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was improved only by using spiral mixer at the inlet of the manifold among the geometric 
modifications of the manifold. However, for the downward branch tubes, it was found 
that only minor changes were seen by the manifold modifications. Based on the test 
results, he suggested an empirical correlation.  
Hrnjak (2004) investigated the refrigerant distribution issues in parallel flow heat 
exchangers. In his study, some major distribution situations and approaches were 
presented for single-phase (opposite position of inlet and outlet pipe) and two-phase flow 
(distribution in homogeneous zone and separation of the phases with separate 
distribution). In addition, for a horizontal header and downward flow in branches, five 
flow regimes were identified and a new two-phase flow map was presented. Using 
standard deviation from the average value of liquid flow rates, zones of good distribution 
for the case of a horizontal downward flow header were indicated. 
Sa et al. (2003) investigated the refrigerant maldistribution in microchannel evaporators 
for residential air-conditioners. The two headers of the evaporator were located 
horizontally, and the branch tubes connecting the headers were vertically positioned. The 
outer diameter of the manifold is 27 mm, and the width and the height of the 
microchannel is 20 mm and 2 mm, respectively. In order to take the thermal images on 
the evaporators, an infrared camera was used. Based on the test results, it was found that 
the thermal performance was strongly influenced by refrigerant maldistribution, and the 
performance of well-designed evaporator could be twice as much as that of the worst one. 
Cho et al. (2003) studied two-phase R-22 maldistribution in a vertical manifold with 
fifteen horizontal microchannel tubes under adiabatic test conditions. The inner diameter 
of the manifold is 19.4 mm. The microchannel has 8 rectangular ports with 1.32 
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hydraulic diameter. It was found that the effect of inlet vapor quality on the mass flow 
rate distribution and phase separation in the microchannel tubes was negligible, and that 
the effect of the orientation of the header on the mass flow rate distribution and phase 
separation was largest among the test parameters. In addition, a horizontal header showed 
better mass flow rate distribution and phase separation characteristics than a vertical 
header. 
Kulkarni et al. (2003) investigated the refrigerant mal-distribution in microchannel 
evaporators. In their study, a simulation model was used to quantify design tradeoffs 
related to refrigerant maldistribution caused by header pressure gradients in microchannel 
evaporators. Mass flow maldistribution was investigated by using well-known pressure 
drop and heat transfer correlations for two-phase, chosen after comparing with the 
experimental results obtained by using different correlations. It was shown that mass flow 
maldistribution cannot be controlled by changing either port/header diameter or the 
refrigerant state at the inlet to the ports, only by minimizing pressure gradients along 
header. In addition, based on parametric analyses, a fundamentally different concept for 
header design was identified and characterized. 
 
2.2 Plate Heat Exchanger Manifolds  
 Rong et al. (1995) conducted an adiabatic experiment to study two-phase flow 
distribution in a stacked plate heat exchanger. Air/water two-phase flow was used in the 
experiment. They found that the flow distribution was highly non-uniform under most 
conditions and the vertical upward flow and the flow at low gas flow rates showed a 
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better flow distribution. They also identified the most important parameters affecting 
flow distribution: flow pattern in the inlet tube (inlet flow rate and quality), flow channel 
orientation, and geometry of the channel inlet port. 
 
2.3 Round Tube Heat Exchanger Manifolds  
Vist and Petterson (2004) investigated two-phase refrigerant flow distribution in round 
tube heat exchanger manifolds with 8 and 16mm inner diameter having ten parallel inner 
diameter 4mm upward oriented heat exchanger tubes. In their study, CO2 and R-134a 
were used as refrigerants. It was found that for the upward flow experiments, the vapor 
phase flow distributes much easier into the most adjacently located tubes, and the liquid 
flows down the manifold and is preferentially distributed to the last tubes of the heat 
exchanger. In their work, experiments with varying total mass flow rate (0.023, 0.028, 
and 0.0033 kg/s) and constant inlet vapor fraction showed small deviation in the two-
phase distribution. In addition, changes in heat load on the heat exchanger tube showed 
small effect on the two-phase distribution. The experimental data were compared to 
existing semi-empirical models for phase split in T-junctions. 
Watanabe et al. (1995) observed the flow distribution of R-11 two-phase flow in the 20 
mm inner diameter manifold having four vertically upward branches at 40 mm intervals 
with thermal loads to simulate a serpentine-type evaporator. They found that the flow 
pattern at the header inlet dominated the flow distribution for adiabatic conditions; the 
pressure drop along the pass affected the flow distribution when the heat load was 
applied; the uniform flow distribution was observed when the heat load was applied; and 
the T-junction data could be used to predict the flow distribution and pressure drop in the 
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manifold. In addition, for vapor phase, a correlation between the vapor mass flux at the 
branch tube inlet and at the manifold inlet was proposed, and for liquid phase, the liquid 
fraction taken off was selected as a variable, and was correlated with vapor Reynolds 
number in the manifold.  
 Asoh et al. (1991) observed the flow pattern of R-113 two-phase flow in a manifold 
having three vertically downward branches. Thermal loads were used to simulate a 
serpentine-type evaporator. The flow pattern in the main pipe was set as either a slug or 
froth flow. They found that the flow pattern in branch pipes was not uniform, the liquid 
flow rate in the header greatly affected the flow distribution, and the slip flow model was 
more appropriate than the homogeneous model. 
Wang et al. (1988) conducted numerical analysis and verified it with experiments. Water 
was used for the experiments. It was found that the header system can be categorized as 
pressure regain type and pressure decrease type, and the flow distribution of pressure 
regain header system is more uniform than that of pressure decrease one. In addition, it 
was shown that the branch interval was very important parameter. 
Bajura and Jones (1976) studied the flow distribution of the air in the four types of 
manifold. They found that the uniform flow distribution in the laterals is attained only 
when the headers act as infinite reservoirs, and they identified the most important 
parameters affecting flow distribution: manifold area ratio (total lateral tube area/inlet 
tube area), lateral flow resistance, header length/diameter ratio, diameter ratio between 
headers, and friction factor of the tube. 
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2.4 Two-Phase Flow In T-Junctions  
A review of the previous work on the two-phase flow in T-junctions is provided in this 
Section because the manifolds of the current study can be considered as a series of T-
junctions. For better understanding of T-junctions, the schematic diagram of a T-junction 
is shown in Figure 2.1. The T-junctions considered in the current review has one inlet and 
two outlets. The T-junctions are composed of a main tube and a branch tube. The angle 
between the main tube and the branch tube is a right angle. One of the outlet tubes is 
inline with the inlet tube, and it is called run. The other tube meets the main tube in a 
right angle. The angle  in the Figure 2.1 represents the angle between the axial direction 
of the branch and the horizontal plane. 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of a T-junction  
 
Most previous studies have been done to either try to quantify the amount of phase 
separation which takes place in branch tubes or try to devise methods to reduce it.  
Collier (1975) presented the data of St Pierre taken in a horizontal T-junction in which 





mm. It was shown that almost complete phase separation occurred (i.e. 
[ ] 1313 1 −= mmxx  ) over a wide range of mass extraction rates ( 13 mm  ). From the 
results, it can be expected that due to far less inertia of the vapor than that of the liquid, 
the vapor easily turn the corner into the side branch.  
Azzorpardi and Whalley (1982) took annular flow data in T-junctions for horizontal and 
vertical orientations. They found that the phase separation was strongly affected by the 
mass extraction rate ( 13 mm  ), flow regime, operating conditions and test section 
geometry and orientation.  
Reimann and Seeger (1983) took data for stratified horizontal flows. They found that 
phase separation depended strongly on the mass extraction rate, flow regime and test 
section geometry.   
Smoglie et al. (1987) investigated the flow distribution through small breaks at the 
bottom, the top and the side of a horizontal coolant pipe with stratified flow. Experiments 
were performed with air-water flows through breaks simulated by pipe stubs of various 
diameters, perpendicular to a horizontal main pipe. The flow phenomena observed were 
illustrated with photographs. Correlations were provided for the beginning of 
entrainment. A model was developed to predict the break quality and mass flux. 
Typical pressure distribution in T-junctions is shown in Figure 2.2. Data trends of this 
type were measured for both single and two-phase flows. The upper profile in Figure 2.2 
shows the characteristic pressure undershoot and recovery that occurs when the fluid 
turns a sharp 90° bend. In contrast, the lower profile in Figure 2.2 shows the pressure 
recovery that occurs in the run of the test section due to the reduced mass flux when fluid 





     Figure 2.2 Typical pressure gradients in a T-junctions (Lahey, 1986) 
 
2.5 Two-Phase Flow Patterns In Horizontal Tube 
Many researchers mentioned that the flow pattern at the inlet of a manifold and along the 
manifold length significantly affected the two-phase flow distribution. Therefore, it is 
useful to consider two-phase flow patterns in horizontal tubes for understanding the flow 
patterns in horizontal manifolds. Figure 2.3 shows the two-phase flow pattern in a 
horizontal tube. 
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As the quality is gradually increased from zero, the flow patterns obtained are: 
(a) Bubbly flow: In bubbly flow the vapor phase is distributed as discrete bubbles in a 
continuous liquid phase. The vapor bubbles tend to flow along the top of the tube. 
(b) Plug flow: The individual small vapor bubbles have coalesced to produce long 
plugs. The vapor bubbles tend to travel in the upper half of the tube. 
(c) Stratified flow: The two phases flow separately with a relatively smooth interface. 
The liquid is flowing in the lower part of the tube. 
(d) Wavy flow: As the vapor velocity increases, the interface becomes disturbed by 
waves travelling in the direction of flow. 
(e) Slug flow:  The wave amplitude is so large that the wave touches the top of the 
tube. 
(f) Annular flow:  A liquid film forms at the tube wall with a continuous central 
vapor core. The liquid film is much thicker at the bottom of the tube than at the 
top. 
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Figure 2.3 Flow patterns in horizontal flow  
(Reproduced from Collier and Thome (1994)) 
 
Flow pattern maps are an attempt to divide the space on a two-dimensional graph into 
areas corresponding to the various flow patterns. The flow patterns are represented as 
areas on the map divided by transition lines. Many flow pattern maps have been 
suggested. Kattan et al. (1998) developed a diabatic two-phase flow pattern map modified 
from the Steiner (1998) map, which in turn is a modification of the original Taitel and 
Dukler (1976) map. Zrcher, Thome and Favrat (1999) have proposed an updated version 
of this map with two minor adjustments based on new flow pattern observations for 
ammonia taken at mass velocities down to about 16 kg/m2s. Recently, Thome and El 
Hajal (2002) have simplified implementation of the map by bringing the Rouhani-









As an example of the flow pattern maps, Figure 2.4 shows a flow pattern map produced 
with the transition equations given by  Thome and El Hajal (2002).     
 
 
Figure 2.4 Flow pattern map in horizontal flow 
(from Thome and El Hajal (2002)) 
 
2.6 Two-Phase Flow Distribution Model In T-Junctions 
Seeger et al. (1986) performed experiments with T-junctions of equal diameters (D1 = 
D3 = 50 mm), a horizontal inlet flow, and a horizontal, vertical upward or downward 
orientation of the branch. The experiments were conducted with air-water flow 
(maximum pressure was smaller than 1 MPa), steam-water flow (maximum pressure was 
smaller than 10 MPa) and an inlet mass flux smkgG 21 /000,7500 << including 
different flow patterns. They developed an empirical correlation. For upward branch tube, 
the correlation is shown in Equation 2.1. 
(R-410A, Tsat=7.2 °C, D=19.04 mm, q=0 kW/m
2)
Vapor quality












































( ) 8.01313 −= GGxx                                                                               (2.1) 
 
Equation 2.1 is not valid for very low values of 13 GG . In this range the branch quality 
3x  is equal to 1, because liquid carryover does not occur. For estimating the maximum 
value of 3G  with  13 =x , Equation 2.2 was suggested. 
 
[ ] 5.01max,3 )(23.0 gglx gDAG ρρρ −⋅==                                                (2.2) 
 
In Equation 2.2, A = 0.5 for inlet conditions with the dispersed bubble flow regime and A 
= 1 for other inlet flow patterns. 
  
In the field of nuclear reactor safety the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) caused by a 
small break in a coolant pipe is very important. During such a LOCA, a stratified flow 
may occur in the horizontal pipe, which severely affects the mass flow rate through the 
break. Breaks were usually simulated by T-junctions with a small ratio d/D of branch 
tube to main tube diameter. An off-take is the entrainment or pull-through of liquid on the 
vapor-liquid interface by the vapor flow into the upward branch as shown in Figure 2.5. 
In previous studies, the break flows at the T-junction of horizontal tube were 
experimentally performed to investigate the small break loss of coolant accident and their 
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correlations were implemented into thermal-hydraulic codes (e.g., RELAP5/MOD3 or 
CATHARE).   
 
 
               Figure 2.5 Off-take and liquid entrainment (Moon et al. (2003)) 
 
Smoglie et al. (1987) investigated small breaks at the bottom, the top or the side of a 
horizontal coolant tube with stratified flow. They conducted the experiment for high 
vapor quality which is over 0.95 in the main tube having 205 mm diameter. Based on the 
extensive test results, they developed a phase distribution correlation in upward branch 
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In Equation 2.3, h represents the distance between the branch tube inlet and the liquid 
level. In addition, bh  denotes h at beginning of liquid entrainment, and can be calculated 

















                                                                          (2.4) 
 
In Equation 2.4, the parameters bρ  and 3bm  represent the density and the mass flow rate 
of the continuous phase at beginning of entrainment (for upward flow, vapor phase).  
Schrock et al. (1986) conducted the experiment using air-water and steam water at the 
maximum pressure of 1Mpa. They developed a phase distribution correlation based on 
their test results and high quality data by Smoglie et al. (1987). The correlation is shown 



























x                                                                               (2.5) 
 
This correlation is implemented into the horizontal stratification entrainment model that 
simulates the off-take at T-junction geometry in RELAP5/MOD3. 
Castiglia and Giardina (2002a) introduced a new semi-empirical model which produced a 
single expression for the branch tube vapor quality for both upward and downward 
branch tubes. The model was based on the assumption of a region of branch interest in 
the main tube. The region was bounded by the horizontal surface at a distance bh from the 
branch tube inlet and the main tube wall as shown in Figure 2.6. They introduced a slip 
parameter to represent the velocity difference between the vapor and liquid phase. The 
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slip parameter was included in parameter K, and Equation 2.6 was produced. The values 




Figure 2.6 Liquid entrainment in stratified flow with upward branch tube and gas 
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In Equation 2.6, for upward branch tube, the values of K and n are 0.62 and 0.3, 


















































2.7 Two-Phase Flow Distribution Model In Manifolds 
Watanabe et al. (1995) developed an empirical correlation based on the experiments in a 
20 mm inner diameter manifold with four upward 6 mm inner diameter branch tubes 
using R-11. In their study, under no heating mode, the manifold inlet mass flow rate was 
12.6, 25.1 and 37.7 g/s (these mass flow rates were expressed in mass flux as 40, 80 and 
120 kg/m2s). The manifold inlet vapor quality was varied from the subcooled state to 0.4. 
A correlation between the vapor mass flux at the branch tube ( )(,, iG vapInbt ) and at the 
dividing manifold ( )(, iG vapdm ) was proposed as follows: 
 
)(07.6)( ,,, iGiG vapdmvapInbt =                                                                           (2.7) 
 
Based on this correlation, the vapor mass flux at the branch tube No. (i) depends on only 
vapor mass flux at the inlet of the junction (i) in the manifold. For the liquid phase, the 
fraction of liquid taken off in the branch tube was selected as a variable representing the 
flow split characteristics at a junction. The liquid fraction depends on the vapor Reynolds 














, where )(Re , ivapdm=η         (2.8) 
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Sivert Vist (2003) investigated two-phase refrigerant flow distribution in microchannel 
tube heat exchanger manifolds and in round tube heat exchanger manifolds. In his study, 
CO2 and HFC-134a were used as refrigerants. Based on the extensive test results, he 
developed an empirical correlation. To cover wide range of mass flux by using wide 
range of manifold diameter (8 ~ 16 mm), the correlation was divided into two regions 
depending on the mass flux at the inlet of the manifold T-junction. The two regions are 
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In Equation 2.9, cA represents the manifold free-flow cross sectional area. At mass flux 
above the transition criterion, the constant liquid take-off fraction was developed 
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At mass flux below the transition criterion, a linear curve was suggested. The criterion at 
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2.8 Summary of Literature Review 
Based on the literature survey, observations are summarized as follows:  
 Many studies have been done for simple T-type or Y-type branches by using air-
water mixture or steam-water mixture. Even though some studies have been done 
for multi-branches, there are only few test results for the real microchannel type 
heat exchangers having headers and microchannel tubes connecting headers.  
 Although it has been reported that the flow pattern was the one of the most 
important parameters for the flow distribution, there have been rare visualization 
results for the real geometry.  
 Even though R-410A is mostly being used for the residential air-conditioning 
system, there are sparse test results for the refrigerant. In the previous studies, R-
22, R-134a, R-11, and CO2 were used.  
 For the distribution of refrigerant, pressure drop measurement is very important 
information, but there are few published test results for the real microchannel type 
heat exchangers.  
 Two-phase refrigerant distribution for the microchannel type heat exchangers 
could be anticipated from the previous studies summarized above. However, most 
previous studies are regarding the flow distribution in plate or serpentine heat 
exchangers. Since the geometry of the microchannel type heat exchangers is 
different from ones that have been studied previously, the two-phase flow 
distribution in microchannel type heat exchangers needs to be studied.  
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3   EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
 
3.1 Test Section 
 
3.1.1 General requirements 
The first task was the design and construction of the test section for measuring the 
distribution of refrigerant in heat exchanger manifolds. An experimental facility was 
designed to have a visualization section while mimicking a real heat exchanger manifold 
geometry to simulate a realistic situation. The factors that may significantly affect the 
flow pattern and distribution were carefully considered not to deviate from the real heat 
exchangers. Figure 3.1 shows the following geometric factors accounted for:  
• The length of the inlet tube to the manifold should be at least 10 straight tube 
diameters to ensure a fully developed flow to minimize the impact of upstream 
obstructions on the flow patterns. 
• Flat multiport tubes should be inserted into the manifold with a tube insertion depth 
of 1/2 the inside diameter. 
• The manifold geometry should be circular with inner diameter of the manifold large 
enough for tube insertion (measured value: 19.04mm).  
• The manifold should be installed in horizontal position with multiport flat tubes 
oriented in the vertical upward flow configuration. 
• The overall length of the heat exchanger tubes is 1m. 
• End inlet is simply left end of the manifold. 
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• Side inlet is located at the middle of the manifold. 
 
In order to distinguish between the top and bottom manifolds, hereafter the top- and 
bottom-manifolds are referred to as “combining manifold”, or “collecting manifold” and 
“dividing  manifold”, or “distributing manifold”, respectively. Since measuring physical 
quantities for all multiport flat tubes is not practical, three tubes are grouped together at 
the combining manifold using baffles as shown in Figure 3.1. Figure 3.1 shows a heat 
exchanger having 30 microchannel tubes. Therefore, there are 10 branch tube groups in 


















3.1.2 Multiport flat tube 
Figure 3.2 shows a drawing of the cross section of the multiport flat tube used in the 
current study. The multiport flat tube has six ports with hydraulic diameter of each port of 
about 1.70 mm. 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Cross section of multiport flat tube with dimensions in millimeters 
 
3.1.3 Visualization section 
An experimental facility should not only mimic a real heat exchanger manifold geometry 
but also provide the flexible, independent variable variations and flow visualization to 
better understand and document two-phase flow patterns inside the manifold. To meet 
these requirements, the visualization section was designed as shown in Figure 3.3. A 
specially designed main body houses all components. Multiport flat tubes are brazed to 
the top cover, and pressure taps at the bottom cover are equally spaced to measure the 
pressure drop along the manifold. They are threaded into the bottom cover. A transparent 
manifold (or transparent tube) is installed on top of the bottom cover. Each pressure hole 
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at the bottom cover shown in Figure 3.3 and a matching pressure hole in the transparent 
manifold shown in Figure 3.6 are lined up for the accurate measurements. Multiport flat 
tubes are inserted into matching slots on the transparent manifold. Since the side inlet 
tube is threaded in, there is a gap between the transparent manifold and the side inlet 
tube. This gap is filled by the side block, which is assembled first. Then the inlet tubes at 
left and middle of the manifold and the end block at the right of the manifold are 
assembled into the main body. After positioning o-rings and flat sight glasses, two side 
plates are tightened to prevent any leakage from the main body. 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Exploded view of the visualization section assembly 
 
The end inlet is simply the left end of the manifold in Figures 3.3 and 3.6. As shown in 
Figure 3.6, a 5/8” (15.875 mm) circular port is machined into the side of the transparent 
tube halfway along its length. This port is used as the side inlet to the transparent 
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manifold. In the current study, three microchannel heat exchangers were used for 
investigating the effect of tube pitch on the flow distribution. The tube pitch of each heat 
exchanger is 8, 10 and 12 mm, respectively. To vary tube pitch in the test section, it is 
needed to replace the top cover, the bottom cover and the transparent manifold with other 
top covers, bottom covers and transparent manifolds for other tube pitches. For the tests 
with various tube numbers, 10mm tube pitch heat exchanger was used. By blocking a 
certain number of tubes with dead blocks, the tube numbers (or tube group numbers) 
were varied. As shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, for both inlet locations, three different tube 
numbers (or three different tube group numbers) were used for investigating the effect of 
tube numbers. With this approach, the test heat exchanger can provide the flexibility of 
independent variables and visualization of flow patterns while keeping the flow dynamics 
realistic. In addition, shut-off valves were installed as well at the outlet of individual tube 
groups to make sure that there was no flow through the branch tube groups that were 



























(a) tube number: 30 ea (tube group number: 10 ea) 
(b) tube number: 24 ea (tube group number: 8 ea) 
end inlet
end inlet




















(a) tube number: 30 ea (tube group number: 10 ea) 
(b) tube number: 24 ea (tube group number: 8 ea) 
side inlet
side inlet
(c) tube number: 18 ea (tube group number: 6 ea) 
dead block
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3.1.4 Transparent manifolds 
A transparent manifold is at the heart of the visualization section. Figure 3.6 shows a 
drawing of a transparent manifold with dimensions in millimeters. The transparent 
manifold has 30 slots along the top of its length. These slots are sized to match the cross 
section of the multiport flat tubes used in this experimental work. In the current study, for 
investigating the effect of tube pitch on the flow distribution, three microchannel heat 
exchangers were used. The tube pitch of each heat exchanger is 8, 10 and 12 mm, 
respectively. To match the heat exchangers, three transparent manifolds were made. Each 
manifold has 8, 10 and 12 mm, respectively, for the spacing between two slots shown in 
Figure 3.6. When the visualization section is fully assembled, the bottom edges of the 
multiport flat tubes are one radius inside the transparent manifolds. In addition to the 
slots made along the top of the manifold for the multiport flat tubes, a 5/8” (15.875 mm) 
circular port is machined into the side of the tube halfway along its length.  This port is 
used as the side inlet to the transparent manifold. For the variation of tube number, the 
manifold having 10 mm slot spacing was used. As shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, the tube 
number is adjusted by blocking a certain number of tubes with dead blocks. 10 pressure 
taps (1/8” (3.175 mm) circular holes) were drilled into the lengthwise bottom of the 
manifold as pressure taps. These pressure taps are located directly under the second of 














Figure 3.6 Drawing for a transparent manifold with dimensions in millimeters 
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3.2 Experimental Parameters 
Table 3.1 shows the experimental parameters. In order to consider a representative 
application, the inlet temperature and inlet quality are fixed, which are 7.2 °C and 0.3, 
respectively. Only the tube pitch variable requires changes in the test heat exchanger, but 
other variables, which are refrigerant, manifold inlet mass flow rate, heat load, inlet 
location and tube numbers in parallel, can be varied without changing the test heat 
exchanger.  
Table 3.1 Experimental parameters 
Variable Range 
 Inlet temperature 7.2 °C 
 Inlet quality 0.3 
1. Refrigerant R-134a / R-410A 
2. Manifold inlet mass flow rate (g/s) 30 / 45 / 60 
3. Heat load (kW) 0 / 5 / 10 
4. Heat exchanger tube pitch (mm/tube) 8 / 10 / 12 
5. Location of inlet  End / Side 
6. Number of heat exchanger tubes in parallel End inlet 18 / 24 / 30,  
Side inlet 18 / 24 / 30 
 
3.3 Experimental Test Setup 
To provide various test conditions and to measure flow rates and vapor qualities for 
individual tube groups, the new test facility using the previously described test heat 
exchanger was designed and constructed. 
 
3.3.1 Test facility 
Figure 3.7 shows the process and instrumentation diagram of the experimental test setup. 
The test setup is composed of four major parts: main refrigerant circuit, post-heater 
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section to measure mass flow rate and vapor quality for the individual tube groups, test 
heat exchanger section with visualization section, and condensing unit circuit to control 
inlet condition of the visualization section. A gear pump delivers liquid refrigerant to the 
test heat exchanger after passing a main mass flow meter and pre-heater. For measuring 
the main mass flow rate, a Coriolis-type mass flow meter was used. The pre-heater was 
used to heat the subcooled liquid refrigerant to the desired inlet vapor quality (0.3) at the 
inlet of the test section. In the dividing manifold of the heat exchanger, the refrigerant 
was distributed into either 6, 8 or 10 branch tube groups, which were heated by tape 
heaters applied to individual tubes. In order to measure power input for each branch tube 
group, ten power meters were installed. The refrigerant flow of each branch tube group in 
the heat exchanger could be redirected by three-way valves either to the collecting tube or 
to the post heater section. The outlet state of refrigerant flow for each branch tube group 
of the tested heat exchanger could be two-phase or superheated vapor, depending upon 
the heat load. Vapor quality for the outlet of the individual branch tube group can be 
calculated through measurements of the post heater section, which are measurements of 
temperature and pressure for the outlet of the post heater section, mass flow rate, and 
power input for the post heaters. The power input to these post heaters is adjusted such 
that the exiting refrigerant flow for the post heater section is always superheated. To 
measure the mass flow rate through the post heater section, a second Coriolis-type mass 
flow meter was used. The superheated vapor from the post heater section enters the 
condenser and is condensed by the refrigerant from the condensing unit. Inlet temperature 
of the dividing manifold could be controlled to the desired condition, which is 7.2°C by 
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controlling the cooling capacity of the condensing unit by adjusting either the expansion 





































DP: Differential pressure transducer, P: Pressure transducer, MFM: Mass flow meter







The fluids under test are R-134a and R-410A. R-134a is commonly used in refrigeration 
and automotive air-conditioning systems, and R-410A is mostly being used for residential 
air-conditioning systems. Corresponding saturation pressures of the inlet temperature, 
7.2°C are 377 kPa for R-134a and 998 kPa for R-410A. 
 
3.3.3 Gear pump 
A gear pump used in this work is a series 200 Micropump, P/N GB-P35PVSKP4. The 
pump is oil-less, and is magnetically driven by a 1/2 horsepower (373 W), 208 volt single 
phase, 3450 rpm AC motor. Therefore, the system was operated oil-free. The mass flow 
rate was controlled by adjusting the bypass valve. The pump is installed at the lowest part 
in the system to prevent cavitation.   
 
3.3.4 Preheater 
The pre-heater consists of a cylindrical vessel with a 2-1/2” (63.5 mm) NPT threaded 
end, and an immersion heater cap. The heater cap is comprised of two 2.2 kW stainless 
steel immersion heating elements, the element’s electrical connections, and a 2-1/2” (63.5 
mm) NPT threaded male connection. The heating elements are contained in a 36” (0.91 
m) long cylindrical steel enclosure, with 3/4” (19.05 mm) NPT threads at each end, 
extending radially from the cylinder. The heating elements were used to heat the 
subcooled liquid refrigerant from the pump into a two-phase flow with 30% vapor 
quality. The exact power input for the preheater was adjusted by a voltage transformer. 
For the safety control of the preheater, a control box was installed. It consists of a 
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controller and two relays. The controller is an on-off controller which is produced by 
Omega, P/N CN76000, and given a setting temperature by the user. The controller output 
is connected to two 25 amp solid state relays which are also produced by Omega, P/N 
SSR330DC25. Each of the relays is mounted on a heat sink to ensure that overheating of 
the relays does not occur. When the refrigerant temperature at the outlet of the heater 
exceeds a set temperature, the relay terminals are automatically disconnected by the 
output of the controller. When the temperature is below the setting temperature, a 9 volt 
DC signal is sent to the relays, and the relay terminals connect.  
 
3.3.5 Main heaters 
In order to meet the given test conditions, 30 tape heaters were installed on the multiport 
flat tubes. To provide equal heating on individual multiport flat tube, a tape heater was 
attached on both sides of a given multiport flat tube. The electrical characteristics of the 
tape heaters are as follows: each tape heater has a resistance of approximately 30 ohms, 
draws 3.9 amperes of 120 VAC, and provides 468 W of heating to individual multiport 
flat tubes. Based on the test conditions, it was necessary to vary heat load on the tested 
heat exchanger. The exact power input for the main heaters was controlled by a voltage 
transformer. In addition, the tape heaters were controlled by 12 solid state relays in order 
to reflect operating conditions for real applications. For real applications at which air is 
used as a secondary fluid for evaporation, the refrigerant temperatures at the outlet of 
heat exchanger cannot exceed air temperature. For considering the ideal case, the cut-off 
temperature was set to 27 °C assuming the maximum refrigerant temperature being the 
inlet air temperature. The solid state relays were contained in one electrical control box, 
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and each of the relays had its own heat sink, and its own DC control voltage line which 
connected to a Hewlett-Packard data acquisition system, controlled by Q-basic program. 
This was used only to control the tape heaters on the evaporator. This system reads the 
temperatures at the outlet of the multiport flat tube heat exchanger. If any of the 
temperatures exceed the set temperature, the heating tapes for that particular group are 
shut off. This is done with an actuator card, which either opens or closes the DC power 
circuit to that particular tape heater group’s solid state relay. Each of the 12 relays can be 
turned on or off independently, and once the temperatures return below the setting 
temperature, the relay operates as usual.  
 
3.3.6 Post heater 
In order to calculate the vapor quality at the outlet of the individual branch tube groups, 
and measure mass flow rate for the individual branch tube groups, six tape heaters were 
installed on the post heater section. The electrical characteristics of the tape heaters are 
same as those of the main heaters. In order to vary input power for the post heaters to 
make sure the outlet state of the refrigerant flow being superheated vapor, two voltage 
transformers were used.  
 
3.3.7 Plate heat exchanger  
Once the refrigerant flow from the collecting tube and the superheated gas flow are 
merged, the combined flow is flowing to a plate heat exchanger which is shared by the 
condensing unit cycle and the main refrigerant cycle as an evaporator and a condenser, 
respectively. The function of the heat exchanger is to condense and subcool the combined 
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refrigerant flow from the collecting tube and from the post heater section of the main 
refrigerant cycle. In order to make sure that subcooled liquid refrigerant is coming out of 
the heat exchanger, a sight glass is installed at the exit of the condenser. 
 
3.4 Instrumentation 
To evaluate the refrigerant distribution in the dividing manifold of the test setup, it was 
needed to measure temperatures, pressures (differential pressures), mass flow rates and 
power inputs.  
 
3.4.1 Temperature measurement 
Most of temperature measurements in this study were made using T-type in-stream 
shielded thermocouple probes (Copper/Constantan). The accuracy of the in-stream 
thermocouples is ±0.5 ºC. For measuring surface temperatures, conventional T-type 
thermocouples were used. The conventional thermocouples are accurate to within ±1 ºC. 
 
3.4.2 Absolute pressure measurement 
For measuring absolute pressures in the main refrigerant circuit and the condensing unit 
circuit, Setra type P/N 280E and C207 pressure transducers were used. These transducers 
have ±0.11 ~ 0.13% (±1.90 ~ 2.24 kPa) accuracies. The output of the transducers is 4 ~ 
20 mA or 0 ~ 5V depending on the type, corresponding to 0 ~ 250 psia (0 ~ 1,724 kPa). 
Each of the pressure transducers used in this study have been calibrated with a digital 
pressure calibrator over the entire measurement range of 0 ~ 250 psia (0 ~ 1,724 kPa). 
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3.4.3 Pressure difference measurement 
Figure 3.8 shows the positions of the differential pressure transducers. As shown in the 
Figure, a total of four differential pressure transducers were used in the main refrigerant 
circuit. In order to avoid liquid column effect due to gravity, the pressure transducer to 
measure pressure difference between the visualization section inlet and the heat 
exchanger outlet was located at the same level as that for the heat exchanger outlet. In the 
same way, the pressure transducer to measure pressure difference between the 
visualization section inlet and the collecting tube outlet was installed at the same level as 
that for the collecting tube outlet. The sensors are all 230 series wet-wet transducers 
manufactured by Setra. The sensors are powered through the data acquisition system’s 24 
volt DC power supply. The output of the sensors is a 4-20 mA signal which is read into 
the data acquisition system. The detailed information for the differential pressure 
transducers is shown in Table 3.2. The pressure transducers are connected to the data 
acquisition system and calibrated by a water U-tube manometer having a 0.098 kPa 
accuracy. At the outlet of each branch tube group, as shown in Figure 3.8, there was a 
three way valve, which could redirect the refrigerant flow of each tube group at a time to 
the post heater section. The post heater section was built in the test setup for measuring 
refrigerant mass flow rate and vapor quality for the each branch tube group at the outlet 
of the heat exchanger. Even though the top manifold in the tested heat exchanger is 
intended to operate as a combining manifold, the top manifold cannot function as a 
combining manifold because each baffle is inserted and brazed into each slot located at 
every three tubes in the top manifold due to handling every three tubes as one tube group 
for the measurement of the refrigerant mass flow rate. Instead, the collecting tube is 
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functioning as a combining manifold. Therefore it is necessary to set up test guidelines in 
order that those factors may not affect significantly the flow pattern and distribution. 
Differential pressure measurement was used as a measure for reflecting real operating 
conditions of the heat exchangers. Pressure taps were made at the outlet of the collecting 
tube and at the inlet of the post heater section to measure the pressure difference between 
the two points. This pressure difference was used to control refrigerant flow in the post 
heater section. Due to the two-phase flow being so unsteady, time-averaged 
measurements were used. The pressure difference between the two points was adjusted to 
reach approximately zero by controlling the valve located at the outlet of the post heater 
section. When the two pressures at the outlet of the collecting tube and at the inlet of post 
heater section are the same, the measurements of vapor quality and mass flow rate at the 
post heater section represent the measurements of the respective tube group when it is 
connected to the collecting tube. 
 
  












Table 3.2 Detailed information for the differential pressure transducers 
Location Range (kPa) 
Accuracy 
(kPa) 




Between the visualization section inlet and the pressure ports 
in the dividing manifold ± 6.9 ±0.017 
Between the post heater section inlet and the collecting tube 
outlet ± 6.9 ±0.017 
Between the visualization section inlet and each pressure port 
at the heat exchanger outlet ± 34.5 ±0.086 
 
 
3.4.4 Power input measurement 
The electrical power inputs to the preheater, main heaters, and post heaters were 
measured using wattmeters manufactured by Ohio Semitronics Inc. They are accurate to 
within ±0.5% of full scale. The preheater consists of two heating elements and circuits, 
and each of these circuits is connected to a wattmeter. For measuring power input for the 
main heaters, 10 wattmeters were used. In addition, two wattmeters were used to measure 
power inputs for the post heater section. The detailed information for them is shown in 
Table 3.3.  
   
 
 





Table 3.3 List of the wattmeters 
Location No Range Output Accuracy 
1 0 ~ 4 kW ±20 W Preheater 
2 0 ~ 4 kW ±20 W 
1 0 ~ 2 kW ±10 W 
2 0 ~ 4 kW ±20 W 
3 0 ~ 4 kW ±20 W 
4 0 ~ 2 kW ±10 W 
5 0 ~ 4 kW ±20 W 
6 0 ~ 4 kW ±20 W 
7 0 ~ 4 kW ±20 W 
8 0 ~ 2 kW ±10 W 
9 0 ~ 2 kW ±10 W 
Main heater 
10 0 ~ 2 kW ±10 W 
1 0 ~ 1 kW ±5 W Post heater 
2 0 ~ 1 kW 




3.4.5 Mass flow rate measurement 
The mass flow meters used in this study are all Coriolis-type mass flow meters, produced 
by Micromotion. The two mass flow meters were calibrated using tap water, bucket and 
scale, and stopwatch. Table 3.4 shows detailed information for the mass flow meters.   
 
Table 3.4 Information for the mass flow meters 
Location Range Output Accuracy 
Main flow 0 ~ 75 g/s ±0.1% (±0.075 g/s) 
Branch tube group 0 ~ 60 g/s 
0 ~ 5 V 
±0.35% (±0.21 g/s) 
 
3.4.6 Data acquisition system 
Signals from all instruments were provided to a LabView data acquisition software 
package through the use of National Instruments’ FieldPoint data acquisition modules 
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connecting to a network module. The network module is a FP-1000, with a RS-232 serial 
connection that transmits all data to the data acquisition computer. Among the eight input 
modules, four are AI-110 modules, which are used for reading analog voltage or current 
input signals. The remaining four input modules are TC-120 models, which are used to 
record temperature measurements, in addition to an ambient temperature measurement. 
Each of the modules has a terminal base with either 16 or 32 screw connections for input 
wiring. The modules are powered with a 24 volt DC power supply, and this power source 
is also used for the four AI-110 modules. Each of the modules then provides power to 
individual sensors and measures their output. The thermocouple modules do not require 
power. A total of 64 channels of data were collected (32 thermocouples and 32 analog 
inputs) and sent to the computer for collection and instantaneous on-screen visualization 
of system parameters (e.g. pressures, temperatures, mass flow rates, etc.). The sampling 
interval of this system was 1 second. A GUI was written for this experiment, allowing the 
user quick access to data from the system while it was in operation. The graphical portion 
of the program monitored the history of many of these measurements. When all measured 
data reached steady state, the data collection was started for 10 minutes at a second 
interval. 
 
3.5 Data Reduction 
Measured data from the experiments were logged and processed as explained in section 
3.4.6. Based on the measured data, the dividing manifold inlet vapor quality, branch tube 
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inlet vapor quality and branch tube outlet vapor quality were calculated as described 
below. 
 
3.5.1 Dividing manifold inlet vapor quality 
For calculating vapor quality at the dividing manifold inlet, the following measured 
values were used:  
- Total refrigerant mass flow rate ( IndmInprh mm ,,  = )  
- Preheater power input ( prhW ) 
- Refrigerant temperature at the inlet of the preheater ( InprhT , ) 
- Refrigerant pressure at the inlet of the preheater ( InprhP , ) 
- Refrigerant pressure at the inlet of the dividing manifold ( IndmP , ) 
 
Figure 3.9 shows the mass and energy balance across the preheater. The subcooled liquid 
refrigerant always enters the preheater. The subcooled liquid enthalpy was calculated 
using REFPROP 7.0 based on the measured temperature and pressure at the inlet of the 
preheater ( )( ,,,, InprhInprhInprh TPh ). From the energy balance equation, the refrigerant 
enthalpy at the inlet of the dividing manifold ( Indmh , ) was determined from the preheater 
inlet enthalpy ( Inprhh , ), preheater power input ( prhW ) and total refrigerant mass flow rate 






Figure 3.9 Mass and energy balance across the preheater 
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Based on the determined enthalpy, the vapor quality at the dividing manifold inlet was 
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When the refrigerant enthalpy at the inlet of the dividing manifold ( Indmh , ) was 
calculated, heat gain through insulation was ignored since the maximum calculated heat 
gain based on the temperature measurements was 8.5 W (less than 0.5% of power input) 
as shown in Table 3.5. 
 
Table 3.5 Calculated heat gain for the preheater 
Mass flow rate (g/s) 30.9 46.4 60.6 
Power input (W) 1,814 3,221 4,080 
Heat gain (W) 8.4 8.3 8.5 































3.5.2 Branch tube group outlet enthalpy and vapor quality 
In the same way to calculate the dividing manifold inlet vapor quality, the measured 
values in the calculation of the branch tube group outlet enthalpy and vapor quality are 
summarized as follows;  
- Branch tube group refrigerant mass flow rate ( )(imbt )  
- Post heater power input ( pohW ) 
- Refrigerant temperature at the outlet of the post heater ( OutpohT , ) 
- Refrigerant pressure at the outlet of the post heater ( OutpohP , ) 
- Refrigerant temperature at the inlet of the post heater ( InpohT , ) 
- Refrigerant pressure at the inlet of the post heater ( InpohP , ) 
 
      
 
Figure 3.10 Mass and energy balance across the post heater 
 (bt: branch tube, poh,In: post heater inlet, poh,Out: post heater outlet ) 
 
The state of refrigerant at the outlet of the post heater was always kept as superheated 
vapor. Therefore the enthalpy at the outlet of the post heater was calculated using 























branch tube group outlet
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heater ( )( ,,,, OutpohOutpohOutpoh TPh ). From the energy balance equation, the refrigerant 
enthalpy at the outlet of the branch tube group, which is the refrigerant enthalpy at the 
inlet of the post heater ( Outbth , ) was determined from the Equation 3.3 while considering 
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Figure 3.11 shows the heat loss through the insulation installed on the post heater. The 
heat loss through the insulation was calculated based on the temperature measurements 
on the insulation. The calculated value is about 3.3% of the input power. For calculating 
vapor quality at the outlet of the branch group, Equation 3.4 was used while considering 


















Figure 3.11 Heat loss through the insulation on the post heater 
 
3.5.3 Branch tube group inlet enthalpy and vapor quality 
Figure 3.12 shows mass and energy balance across the branch tube group. From the 
energy balance and property equations, the refrigerant enthalpy and vapor quality at the 
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Input power for the post heater (W)

















































Figure 3.12 Mass and energy balance across the branch tube group 
 
When the refrigerant enthalpy at the inlet of the branch tube group ( Inbth , ) was calculated, 
heat loss was not included since the calculated heat loss was less than 1% of power input. 
 
3.6 Experimental Uncertainty Analysis 
 
3.6.1. Kline and McClintock method 
For estimating the uncertainties, the method presented by Kline and McClintock 
(Holman, 2001) was used. The result R may be expressed based on the independent 
variables as: 
 
)......,..........,,,( 321 nxxxxRR =                                                                           (3.7) 
IndmIndmIndm xPm ,,, ,,
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branch tube
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In order to quantitatively analyze the uncertainty, Kline and McClintock (Holman, 2001) 



































































R ωωωωω            (3.8) 
 
Rω  is the absolute uncertainty of the result R, and nxxx ωωω ,...,, 21  are the uncertainties in 
the independent variables nxxx ,.......,, 21 . For analyzing the uncertainties of the 
experimental results, it is necessary to analyze the uncertainty of each measurement. The 
uncertainty of each sensor was described in section 3.4 Instrumentation. In the following 
sections, two important uncertainties will be discussed: (1) the uncertainty of the vapor 
quality at the inlet of the dividing manifold, (2) the uncertainty of the vapor quality at the 
inlet of the individual branch tube group.  
 
3.6.2. Uncertainty of the dividing manifold inlet vapor quality 
First, the uncertainty of the vapor quality at the inlet of the dividing manifold will be 
presented in this section. To measure the refrigerant flow distribution, the vapor quality at 
the inlet of the dividing manifold was determined using the Equation 3.2. Using Equation 
3.8, the uncertainty of the vapor quality at the inlet of the dividing manifold was 
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ωωω                                      (3.11) 
 
The uncertainty of the preheater inlet enthalpy was determined at typical temperatures 
and pressures where the experiments were conducted, and calculated uncertainty was 
shown in Table 3.6. 
 
 Table 3.6 Uncertainty of the preheater inlet enthalpy 
 R-134a R-410A 
Inprhh ,
ω  ±1.4% ±1.4% 
.  
For calculating the uncertainty of the vapor quality at the inlet of the dividing manifold, 
uncertainties of the measurements for temperature (±0.5 ºC), pressure (±2.4 kPa), 
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preheater power input (±20 ~ 40 W) and refrigerant mass flow rate (±0.075 g/s) were 
used. The calculated uncertainties were shown in Table 3.7. 
 
Table 3.7 Uncertainty of vapor quality at the inlet of the dividing manifold 
 R-134a R-410A 
Indmm , (g/s) 30.2 44.7 60.0 30.1 44.9 59.9 
prhW  (W) 1,830 2,780 3,756 2,443 3,465 3,830 
Indmx ,
ω  ± 0.0051 ± 0.0060 ±0.0051 ± 0.0070 ± 0.0055 ± 0.0048 
 
 
3.6.3. Uncertainty of the branch tube group inlet vapor quality 
In order to calculate vapor quality at the inlet of the branch tube group, Equation 3.12 
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By using Equation 3.8, the uncertainty of the branch tube group inlet vapor quality was 



























































































































































































ωωω                             (3.14) 
 
The uncertainty of the post heater outlet enthalpy was calculated by Equation 3.14 at 
typical temperatures and pressures where the experiments were conducted, and calculated 
uncertainties are shown in Table 3.8. 
 
                       Table 3.8 Uncertainty of the post heater outlet enthalpy 
 R-134a R-410A 
Outpohh ,
ω  ±0.17% ±0.16% 
 
 
Using Equation 3.12, the uncertainty of vapor quality at the inlet of the branch tube group 
was calculated, and is shown in Table 3.9. As shown in the Table, as the mass flow rate at 
the branch tube group decreases, the uncertainty increases due to higher uncertainty of 
mass flow rate measurement. The maximum uncertainty of vapor quality at the inlet of 













Table 3.9 Uncertainty of the branch tube group inlet vapor quality 
 
 R-410A 
 Low vapor quality region High vapor quality region 
Inbtx ,  0.088 0.092 0.093 0.950 0.958 0.968 
)(imbt (g/s) 3.1 4.6 6.0 3.5 4.9 5.5 
mhW  (W) 446 451 494 65 101 105 
pohW  (W) 288 549 771 155 127 144 
Indmx ,
ω  ± 0.063 ± 0.058 ±0.034 ± 0.058 ± 0.017 ± 0.015 
 
 R-134a 
 Low vapor quality region High vapor quality region 
Inbtx ,  0.123 0.083 0.081 0.967 0.965 0.945 
)(imbt (g/s) 3.0 4.2 6.3 3.3 4.2 5.1 
mhW  (W) 494 503 499 58 82 135 
pohW  (W) 145 359 761 140 151 147 
Indmx ,




4. Experimental Results 
 
4.1 Overview 
In this section, the experimental results will be presented. The flow visualization will be 
shown in section 4.2. In order to figure out the effects of the individual parameters on the 
flow distribution, the test results for the mass flow rate and vapor quality for the 
individual tube groups will be provided from section 4.3 to section 4.8. 
 
4.1.1 Test matrix 
Table 4.1 shows the test matrix for this study. Two refrigerants were used as working 
fluids in this study. Three different heat exchangers were used in order to figure out the 
effects of tube pitch on the flow distribution. In addition, for the tests with various tube 
numbers, the 10 mm tube pitch heat exchanger was used by blocking a certain number of 
tube groups using dead blocks, and shut-off valves were installed as well at the outlet of 
individual tube groups to make sure no flow through the branch tube groups supposed to 








Table 4.1 Test matrix 




(kW) Inlet MFR (g/s) 
1 End 30, 45, 60 
2 
0 
Side 30, 45, 60 




Side 30, 45, 60 
5 0.15 End 45 
6 




7 End 30, 45, 60 
8 
0 
Side 30, 45, 60 
9 End 30, 45, 55, 60 
10 
5 
Side 30, 45, 55, 60 
11 End 30, 45, 60 
12 
10 30 0.3 
10 
Side 30, 45, 60 
13 End 30, 45, 55 
14 
10 24 0.3 5 
Side 30, 45, 55 
15 End 30, 45, 55 
16 
10 18 0.3 5 
Side 30, 45, 55 
17 End 30, 45, 55 
18 
8 30 0.3 5 
Side 30, 45, 55 
19 End 30, 45, 55 
20 
R-410A 
12 30 0.3 5 
Side 30, 45, 55 
21 Side 45 
22 
R-410A + 
Oil 10 30 0.3 5 End 45 
 
 
4.1.2 Refrigerant distribution parameters 
For presenting the results of the refrigerant distribution in the dividing manifold, the mass 
flow rate ratio, the vapor phase, and the liquid phase in the ith branch tube group is 























                                                                 (4.1) 
                 where ph = vap (vapor) and liq (liquid). 
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In addition, for better understanding of the degree of maldistribution, the normalized 
form was used as follows: 
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=                                          (4.3) 
             where btN  is indicating the number of branch tube groups,  
                        and ph = vap (vapor) and liq (liquid). 
 
4.2 Flow Visualization In Dividing Manifold  
 
4.2.1 Overview 
The visualization section was built using transparent tubes as dividing manifolds. Since it 
is very important to observe the refrigerant flow patterns visually for the understanding of 
the refrigerant distribution, the refrigerant flow was recorded in digital format for all the 
test conditions for this study using a digital camcorder while testing. Figure 4.1 shows a 
flow visualization for the R-410A test with the end inlet, especially for 30 g/s of the 
manifold inlet mass flow rate. The numbers in Figure 4.1 indicate are the branch tube 
group number. While assembling the visualization section, the multiport flat tubes were 
simply inserted into the slots in the transparent manifold with very small gaps. Due to 
such an assembling method, in the beginning of running the system, some of refrigerant 
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flowed into the region between the outer transparent wall surface and the inner surfaces 
of the sight glasses shown in Figure 3.3 by the pressure difference between inside and 
outside the manifold. After the system reached a steady state, the refrigerant stayed in the 
space between the outer transparent wall surface and the inner surfaces of the sight 
glasses as a stationary fluid. Therefore, this stationary refrigerant does not affect the 
refrigerant distribution in the transparent manifold. In Figure 4.1, the stationary liquid 
level is clearly seen. For the end inlet case, the refrigerant flows into the manifold from 
the left. In Figure 4.1, it is shown that near the inlet, the liquid is flowing at the lower part 
of the dividing manifold, and the vapor is flowing at the upper part of the manifold due to 
the gravitational effect. In addition, it is shown that the liquid level increases along the 
dividing manifold up to a certain length of it because the liquid is traveling farther than 
the vapor due to inertia difference, and near the right end, the liquid level is kept almost 
constant. Based on the flow pattern map from Kattan et al. (1998) and Thome et al. 
(2002), the flow pattern can be considered as stratified flow or stratified-wavy flow. 
 
 
                      (a) near the inlet                                         (b) near the right end        
Figure 4.1 Refrigerant distribution in the dividing manifold with 10 mm tube pitch 
and 10 tube groups, end inlet  (R-410A, Heat load: 5 kW, 3.0, =Indmx , g/s30, =Indmm ) 
1 2 109
Real vapor-liquid interfaceFlow
Stationary liquid level Stationary liquid level
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Figure 4.2 shows a flow visualization for the R-410A test with the side inlet, especially 
for 60 g/s of the manifold inlet mass flow rate. The refrigerant flows into the dividing 
manifold from the middle located at the rear side. The numbers in the Figure indicate the 
branch tube group number. In Figure 4.2, it is cleared that the refrigerant impinges on the 
inner side wall of the manifold, and is divided symmetrically near the inlet. The interface 
between the vapor and the liquid has a V-shaped form near the inlet, which means the 
interface has a slope. At the lower mass flow rate, the vapor is mostly flowing near the 
inlet. As the refrigerant mass flow rate increases, the slope is getting smaller, which 
means the vapor is traveling farther towards the manifold ends due to the bigger 
momentum flux. In addition, at the far ends of the manifold, a pool of liquid is seen in 
Figure 4.2. In order to understand the effects of the parameters on the refrigerant 
distribution, some snapshots of the refrigerant flow in the dividing manifold are presented 
in the following sections.  
 
 
                         (a) Near the inlet                                       (b) Near the right end        
Figure 4.2 Refrigerant distribution in the dividing manifold with 10 mm tube pitch 
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4.2.2 Effect of manifold inlet mass flow rate 
 
Figure 4.3 Refrigerant distribution in the dividing manifold with 10 mm tube pitch 
and 10 tube groups (R-410A, Heat load: 0 kW, 3.0, =Indmx ) 
 
Figure 4.3 shows the flow visualization in the dividing manifold with 10 mm tube pitch 
and 10 tube groups for the R-410A test with both inlets and 0 kW heat load at varying 
refrigerant mass flow rates. Figure 4.3 (a) and (b) show the visualization for the end inlet 
case, and (c) and (d) show the flow visualization for the side inlet case. The dashed lines 
in the Figure indicate the location for the vapor-liquid interface. For the end inlet case, it 
is shown that as the refrigerant mass flow rate increases, the vapor-liquid interface is 















measurement of the branch tube group inlet vapor quality, it was shown that the vapor-
liquid interface for the g/s30, =Indmm , 45 g/s and 60 g/s was located at right after branch 
tube group number 1, 2 and 3, respectively. For the side inlet case, the refrigerant is 
symmetrically divided near the inlet. As the refrigerant mass flow rate increases, the 
vapor is traveling farther towards both ends of the manifold.  
 
4.2.3 Effect of tube pitch 
The refrigerant flow in the dividing manifold with various tube pitches for the R-410A 
test is shown in the Figure 4.4. The Figure shows refrigerant flow visualization for the 
end inlet case, where refrigerant flows into the manifold from the left. Figure 4.4 (a) and 
(b) show the flow visualization for 8 mm tube pitch, and (c) and (d) show the flow 
visualization for 10 mm tube pitch, and (e) and (f) show the flow visualization for 12 mm 
tube pitch. The dashed lines in the Figure indicate the location for the vapor-liquid 
interface. For the manifold with 12 mm tube pitch, two tubes cannot be seen in the 
visualization because the manifold is wider than those for other tube pitches for limited 
sight glass section. However, the hidden tubes can be seen through the rear sight glasses 
because two short sight glasses are installed at the rear side. Based on the snapshots, the 
locations of the vapor-liquid interface for the three tube pitches are almost same. For the 
mass flow rate 30 g/s, each vapor-liquid interface is located approximately under tube 
group No. 2 even though the interface is fluctuating because of unstable two-phase flow. 
For the mass flow rate 55 g/s, each vapor-liquid interface is located approximately under 
tube group No. 4. These visual observations are well matched with measurements results 
shown in the section 4.3. 
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Figure 4.4 Refrigerant distribution in the dividing manifold with various tube 
pitches (R-410A, End inlet, Tube group No.: 10 ea, Heat load: 5 kW, 3.0, =Indmx ) 
 
4.2.4 Effect of heat load 
The refrigerant flow pattern in the dividing manifold with different heat load for the R-
410A test with the end inlet is shown in the Figure 4.5. As explained before, for the end 
inlet, the refrigerant flows into the manifold from the left. Figure 4.5 (a) and (b) show the 
visualization for g/s30, =Indmm , and (c) and (d) show the flow visualization for 
1 2 3 1 2 3 4
(a) Tube pitch: 8 mm, g/s30, =Indmm (b) Tube pitch: 8 mm, g/s55, =Indmm
1 12 2 3 4
(c) Tube pitch: 10 mm, g/s30, =Indmm (d) Tube pitch: 10 mm, g/s55, =Indmm
1 2 3 4




(e) Tube pitch: 12 mm, g/s30, =Indmm
4
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g/s60, =Indmm . Based on the Figure 4.5, it can be seen that as heat load increases, the 
vapor-liquid interface is traveling farther for both mass flow rates. The difference 
between the locations of the interfaces for both heat loads is approximately two tube 
pitches, but it should be considered that the vapor-liquid interface is fluctuating because 
of the unstable two-phase flow. As the heat load increases, the pressure drops along the 
branch tubes at the far end decrease due to the reduced gravity effect as the pressure drop 
measurements show. Therefore, it can be said that as the heat load increases the vapor-
liquid interface is traveling farther due to the reduced pressure drop through the branch 
tubes especially located at the far end of the manifold because the gravity effect for the 
tube groups at the far end is greater than those for the branch tube groups at the near inlet. 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Refrigerant distribution in the dividing manifold with different heat 
loads (R-410A, End inlet, Tube pitch: 10 mm, Tube group No.: 10 ea, 3.0, =Indmx ) 
 
1 1 2
(a) Heat load: 0 kW, g/s30, =Indmm (b) Heat load: 5 kW, g/s30, =Indmm
1 2 3 41 2 3
(c) Heat load: 0 kW, g/s60, =Indmm (d) Heat load: 5 kW, g/s60, =Indmm
2 3 3 4
4
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4.2.5 Effect of refrigerant property 
 
Figure 4.6 Refrigerant distribution in the dividing manifold with different 
refrigerants (End inlet, Tube pitch: 10 mm, Tube group No.: 10 ea, 3.0, =Indmx ) 
 
The refrigerant flow in the dividing manifold with different refrigerant for the end inlet is 
shown in Figure 4.6. For this comparison, the manifold with 10 mm tube pitch and 30 
tubes was used. Figure 4.6 (a) and (b), (c) and (d), and (e) and (f) show the flow 
visualization for g/s30, =Indmm , 45  g/s, and 60 g/s, respectively. Based on the 
snapshots, the vapor-liquid interface for R-134a is traveling farther than that for R-410A 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
(a) R-410A, g/s30, =Indmm (b) R-134a, g/s30, =Indmm
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
(c) R-410A, g/s45, =Indmm (d) R-134a, g/s45, =Indmm






especially at g/s30, =Indmm . For g/s45, =Indmm and 60 g/s, the locations of the vapor-
liquid interfaces for both refrigerants are almost same even though the vapor-liquid 
interface for R-134a is moving a little towards the far end side of the manifold. 
 
4.3 Measured Inlet and Outlet Conditions 
In this section, a summary of test results obtained for the effect of various parameters is 
described. 
 
4.3.1 Effect of manifold inlet mass flow rate 
In this section, test results of the dividing manifold with 10 mm tube pitch and 30 tubes 
(10 tube groups) for R-410A and R-134a are shown. Especially the effect of manifold 
inlet mass flow rate is investigated based on test results with 5 kW heat load. 
 
4.3.1.1 The branch tube inlet vapor quality  
Figure 4.7 shows branch tube group inlet vapor quality at varying manifold inlet mass 
flow rate with 5 kW heat load for R-410A and R-134a as a function of the branch tube 
group number. Figure 4.7 (a) and (b) show the branch tube group inlet vapor quality for 
the R-410A with the end and the side inlet, respectively, as a function of the branch tube 
group number, and (c) and (d) show the branch tube group inlet vapor quality for R-134a 
with the end and the side inlet, respectively, as a function of the branch tube group 
number. The branch tube group number is named for every three tubes from the left end 
of the dividing manifold along the manifold. As shown in Figure 4.7, the number of  
branch tube groups is 10. For the end inlet case with both refrigerants, the branch tube 
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group inlet vapor quality for the tube groups near the inlet is much higher than that for 
the tube groups located at after branch tube group No. 5 depending upon the manifold 
inlet mass flow rate. In the flow visualization for the end inlet case shown in Figure 4.6, 
near the inlet, the liquid is flowing at the bottom side of the manifold, whereas the vapor 
is flowing at the upper part of the manifold. In addition, the liquid level near the inlet is 
much lower than the very end position of the branch tubes. Therefore, the vapor is easily 
flowing through the branch tubes near the inlet. Unlike near the inlet, the liquid level at 
the far end is above the very end position of the branch tubes. Therefore, the liquid is 
easily flowing through the branch tubes located at the far end. In addition, the liquid level 
at the far end is fluctuating up and down depending on the test conditions, and the vapor 
can flow through the branch tubes while the liquid level is staying below a certain level, 
for instance, the very end position of the branch tubes. As shown in Figure 4.7 (a) and 
(c), the distribution of the branch tube inlet vapor quality along the manifold reflected 
well the flow visualization shown in Figure 4.6. For the R-410A test with 
g/s30, =Indmm (manifold inlet mass flow rate), the branch tube group inlet vapor quality 
for the tube group No. 1 and No. 2 is about 96% and 80%, respectively, and the branch 
tube group inlet vapor quality for the tube group No. 3 through 10 is almost constant, 
about 10 ~ 20%. As the mass flow rate increases, the number of branch tube groups 
having high inlet vapor quality, which is close to 100%, increases. For the R-410A test 
with g/s60, =Indmm , the branch tube group inlet vapor quality for the tube group No. 1 
through No. 2 is about 96%, and the branch tube group inlet vapor quality for the tube 
group No. 3 and No. 4 is about 90% and 30%, respectively. At the branch tube group No. 
4 through 10, the branch tube group inlet vapor quality is almost constant, about 10 ~ 
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20%. For the R-134a test, the overall trend is almost the same. However, as shown in the 
flow visualization in Figure 4.6, the vapor-liquid interface of the R-134a is moving 
farther towards the end of the manifold than that for the R-410A due to greater 
momentum. Therefore, for g/s30, =Indmm , the branch tube group inlet vapor quality of 
the tube group No. 2 for the R-134a is  higher than that for the R-410A. For the R-134a, 
the branch tube group inlet vapor quality for the tube group No. 2 is about 96% compared 
to 80% for the R-410A. For the side inlet, the distribution of the branch tube inlet vapor 
quality is almost symmetric. Due to the inertia difference between the liquid and the 
vapor, the liquid is flowing farther than the vapor. For both refrigerants, the branch tube 
inlet vapor quality for the tube group No. 5 and 6, which are near the inlet, is about 0.7 
depending upon the mass flow rate. The branch tube inlet vapor quality along the 
manifold towards the both ends gradually decreases. In addition, there exist constant 

















Figure 4.7 Branch tube group inlet vapor quality at varying inlet mass flow rate 
with 5 kW heat load for R-410A and R-134a (Tube pitch: 10 mm, Tube group No.: 10 
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(c) R-134a, End inlet                                         (d) R-134a, Side inlet
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4.3.1.2 Refrigerant distribution 
Figure 4.8 shows the mass flow rate ratio at varying inlet mass flow rate with 5 kW heat 
load for R-410A and R-134a as a function of the branch tube group. Figure 4.8 (a) and 
(b) show the mass flow rate ratio for R-410A with the end inlet and side inlet, 
respectively, as a function of the branch tube group, and (c) and (d) show the mass flow 
rate ratio for R-134a with the end inlet and side inlet, respectively, as a function of the 
branch tube group. For both end inlet and side inlet, as the manifold inlet mass flow rate 
increases, the mass flow rate ratio for the branch tube groups near the manifold inlet is 
decreasing, whereas the mass flow rate ratio for the branch tube groups near the end of 
the manifold is increasing because the liquid is traveling farther due to the higher 
momentum. As shown in Figure 4.8, such a trend is more obvious in the R-134a results 
than in the R-410A results because the inertia ratio between vapor and liquid for the R-
134a is greater than that for the R-410A. For the manifold with 10 tube groups, the 
average mass flow rate ratio is 10% based on the assumption of equal refrigerant 
distribution. Based on the measurements as shown in the Figure 4.8, the maximum 




Figure 4.8 Mass flow rate ratio with various manifold inlet mass flow rates with 5 
kW heat load for R-410A and R-134a (Tube pitch: 10 mm, Tube group No.: 10 
ea, 3.0, =Indmx ) 
 
Figure 4.9 shows the vapor mass flow rate ratio at varying inlet mass flow rate with 5 kW 
heat load for R-410A and R-134a as a function of the branch tube group number. Figure 
4.9 (a) and (b), and (c) and (d) show the vapor mass flow rate ratio for R-410A and R-
134a, respectively, as a function of the branch tube group number. Figure 4.9 shows the 
exact trend of the branch tube group inlet vapor quality. For the end inlet, it is shown that 
approximately 65 ~ 75% vapor mass flow rate of the manifold inlet vapor mass flow rate 
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is flowing through the first three branch tube groups near the inlet depending upon the 
mass flow rate. For the side inlet, about 50 ~ 65% vapor mass flow rate of the manifold 
inlet vapor mass flow rate is flowing through the four branch tube groups near the inlet 
depending upon the mass flow rate.  
                  
 
Figure 4.9 Vapor mass flow rate ratio with various manifold inlet mass flow rates 
with 5 kW heat load for R-410A and R-134a (Tube pitch: 10 mm, Tube group No: 10 
ea, 3.0, =Indmx ) 
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The liquid mass flow rate ratio at varying inlet mass flow rate with 5 kW heat load for R-
410A and R-134a is shown in Figure 4.10 as a function of the branch tube group number. 
Figure 4.10 (a) and (b), and (c) and (d) show the liquid mass flow rate ratio for R-410A 
and R-134a, respectively, as a function of the branch tube group number. Figure 4.10 
shows that the liquid mass flow rate ratio for the branch tube groups near the inlet is 
much lower than that for the branch tube groups located at the far end of the manifold. 
For the end inlet, approximately 7 ~ 15% liquid mass flow rate of the inlet manifold 
liquid mass flow rate is flowing through the first three branch tube groups near the inlet 
depending upon the mass flow rate. For the side inlet, about 25% liquid mass flow rate of 
the inlet manifold liquid mass flow rate is flowing through the four branch tube groups 




Figure 4.10 Liquid mass flow rate ratio with various manifold inlet mass flow rates 
with 5 kW heat load for R-410A and R-134a (Tube pitch: 10 mm, Tube group No.: 10 
ea, 3.0, =Indmx ) 
 
4.3.1.3 Pressure drop measurements 
Figure 4.11 shows the pressure drop measurements along the branch tube groups at 
varying inlet mass flow rates with 5 kW heat load for R-410A and R-134a as a function 
of the branch tube group number. Figure 4.11 (a) and (b), and (c) and (d) show the 
pressure drop measurements along the branch tube groups for R-410A and R-134a, 
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respectively, as a function of the branch tube group number. Figure 4.11 shows that in 
overall, the pressure drop increases for the increasing manifold inlet mass flow rate. 
    
 
Figure 4.11 Pressure drop along the branch tube group with various manifold inlet 
mass flow rates with 5 kW heat load for R-410A and R-134a (Tube pitch: 10 mm, 
Tube group No.: 10 ea, 3.0, =Indmx ) 
 
Figure 4.12 shows the pressure drop measurements along the dividing manifold at 
varying inlet mass flow rates with 5 kW heat load for R-410A and R-134a as a function 
of the branch tube group number. Figure 4.12 (a) and (b), and (c) and (d) show the 
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pressure drop measurements along the dividing manifold for R-410A and R-134a, 
respectively, as a function of the branch tube group number. Figure 4.12 shows that in 
overall, the pressures in the manifold are higher than the manifold inlet pressure due to 
Bernoulli effects because the mass flux along the manifold decreases due to losing mass 
flow rate through individual tube groups. 
 
 
Figure 4.12 Pressure drop along the manifold with various manifold inlet mass flow 
rates with 5 kW heat load for R-410A and R-134a (Tube pitch: 10 mm, Tube group 
No.: 10 ea, 3.0, =Indmx ) 
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4.3.1.4 Power input and temperature measurements 
 
Figure 4.13 Power input with various manifold inlet mass flow rates with 5 kW heat 
load for R-410A and R-134a (Tube pitch: 10 mm, Tube group No: 10 ea, 3.0, =Indmx ) 
 
Figure 4.13 shows the power input for the main heaters installed on the branch tubes at 
varying inlet mass flow rate with 5 kW heat load for R-410A and R-134a as a function of 
the branch tube group number. Figure 4.13 (a) and (b), and (c) and (d) show the power 
input for R-410A and R-134a, respectively, as a function of the branch tube group 
number. For the end inlet, the power input for the tube groups near the inlet is much 
lower because available cooling capacity is small due to higher branch tube inlet vapor 
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quality. For the side inlet, the power input for the tube groups near the inlet is lower 
because available cooling capacity is small due to higher branch tube inlet vapor quality. 
However, as the mass flow rate increases, the available cooling capacity increases. 
Therefore, as the mass flow rate decreases, the power input is getting smaller. 
As shown in Figure 4.13, for the R-410A tests at g/s30, =Indmm and 45 g/s, the power 
inputs for the tube groups with lower tube inlet vapor qualities are 10% less than those 
for 60 g/s. This is not because of heater cut-off, but because of a different heater control 
scheme. In the beginning of this study, the heaters were controlled by time fraction on-off 
using Q-basic program to meet the test conditions because the installed heaters have 1.4 
kW per tube group. Using that scheme, it’s not possible to provide the exact power 
inputs. After conducting these four experiments, the heater control was implemented 
using voltage transformers for accurate control. However, as shown in section 4.3.2 (the 
heat load effect), this difference does not affect this parametric study. 
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Figure 4.14 Branch tube group outlet temperature with various manifold inlet mass 
flow rates with 5 kW heat load for R-410A and R-134a (Tube pitch: 10 mm, Tube 
group No.: 10 ea, 3.0, =Indmx ) 
 
Figure 4.14 shows the branch tube group outlet temperature at varying inlet mass flow 
rate with 5 kW heat load for R-410A and R-134a as a function of the branch tube group 
number. Figure 4.14 (a) and (b), and (c) and (d) show the branch tube group outlet 
temperature for R-410A and R-134a, respectively, as a function of the branch tube group 
number. The main heaters installed on the branch tubes were controlled by the voltage 
transformers and the branch tube group outlet temperature in order to simulate real heat 
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exchanger operating conditions. For considering ideal operating conditions, the cut-off 
temperature was set to 27°C, which represents the room temperature. For the end inlet, 
the branch tube group outlet temperatures for the tube groups near the inlet are 
representing cut-off temperature because of the smaller available cooling capacity due to 
higher branch tube inlet vapor quality. For the tube groups No. 4 through 10, the branch 
tube group outlet temperatures represent saturation temperature which is close to the 
manifold inlet temperature. For the side inlet, the branch tube group outlet temperature 
profile is almost symmetric depending upon the mass flow rate. In the same way, the 
branch tube group outlet temperature for the tube groups near the inlet represents the cut-
off temperature because available cooling capacity is small due to higher branch tube 
inlet vapor quality. For the branch tube groups located near the ends of the manifold, the 
branch tube group outlet temperatures represent saturation temperature which is close to 












4.3.2 Effect of heat load 
In this section, test results of the dividing manifold with 10 mm tube pitch and 30 tubes 
for R-410A are presented.  
 
4.3.2.1 The branch tube inlet and outlet vapor quality  
Figure 4.15 shows the branch tube group inlet and outlet vapor quality at varying heat 
load for R-410A as a function of the branch tube group number. Figure 4.15 (a) and (b), 
and (c) and (d) show the branch tube group inlet and outlet vapor quality for 
g/s30, =Indmm and 60 g/s, respectively, as a function of the branch tube group number. 
The filled symbols indicate the branch tube group outlet vapor quality, and for no heat 
load, the outlet quality is same as the branch tube inlet vapor quality. As the heat load 
increases, the branch tube outlet qualities for the tube groups increase. For 
g/s30, =Indmm , it is shown that the outlet quality for about 5 kW heat input is 
approximately 100%. However, for g/s60, =Indmm , it is shown that for the end inlet with 
about 8 kW heat input, the outlet quality for the tube groups near the far end is still under 
100%, and for the side inlet with about 9 kW heat input, the outlet quality for the tube 
groups located near the far end is under 100% too because available cooling capacity is 
large due to increased mass flow rate. For the end inlet, it is shown that the branch tube 
inlet vapor quality for No. 2 for g/s30, =Indmm , and the branch tube inlet vapor quality 
for No. 3 for g/s60, =Indmm  increase with the increased heat load. Other than that, in 




Figure 4.15 Branch tube group inlet and outlet vapor quality at varying heat load 
for R-410A (Tube pitch: 10 mm, Tube group No.: 10 ea, 3.0, =Indmx ) 
 
4.3.2.2 Refrigerant distribution 
Figure 4.16 shows the mass flow rate ratio at varying heat loads for R-410A as a function 
of the branch tube group number. Figure 4.16 (a) and (b), and (c) and (d) show the mass 
flow rate ratio for g/s30, =Indmm  and 60 g/s, respectively, as a function of the branch 
tube group number. For both end inlet and side inlet, it is shown that as the heat load 
increases, the mass flow rate ratio is getting more uniform for both inlet mass flow rates. 
 
(a) End inlet, (b) Side inlet, g/s30, =Indmm g/s30, =Indmm
(c) End inlet, (d) Side inlet, g/s60, =Indmm g/s60, =Indmm
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Figure 4.16 Mass flow rate ratio with various heat loads for R-410A  





(a) End inlet, (b) Side inlet, g/s30, =Indmm g/s30, =Indmm
(c) End inlet, (d) Side inlet, g/s60, =Indmm g/s60, =Indmm
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Figure 4.17 shows the vapor mass flow rate ratio at varying heat loads for R-410A as a 
function of the branch tube group number. Figure 4.17 (a) and (b), and (c) and (d) show 
the vapor mass flow rate ratio for g/s30, =Indmm  and 60 g/s, respectively, as a function 
of the branch tube group number. The trend reflects the vapor inlet quality distribution.  
For the end inlet, it can be seen that for g/s30, =Indmm , approximately 50 ~ 65% of the 
manifold inlet vapor mass flow rate is flowing through the first two branch tube groups 
near the inlet depending upon the heat load. In addition, for g/s60, =Indmm , about 80% of 
the manifold inlet vapor mass flow rate is flowing through the first three branch tube 
groups near the inlet depending upon the heat load. For the side inlet, it is shown that for 
g/s30, =Indmm , about 60 ~ 65% of the manifold inlet vapor mass flow rate is flowing 
through the four branch tube groups near the inlet, and for g/s60, =Indmm , about 50 ~ 
60% of the manifold inlet vapor mass flow rate is flowing through the four branch tube 

















Figure 4.17 Vapor mass flow rate ratio with various heat loads for R-410A 





(a) End inlet, (b) Side inlet, g/s30, =Indmm g/s30, =Indmm
(c) End inlet, (d) Side inlet, g/s60, =Indmm g/s60, =Indmm
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Figure 4.18 shows the liquid mass flow rate ratio at varying heat load for R-410A as a 
function of the branch tube group number. Figure 4.18 (a) and (b), and (c) and (d) show 
the liquid mass flow rate ratio for g/s30, =Indmm  and 60 g/s, respectively, as a function 
of the branch tube group number. For g/s30, =Indmm , the liquid mass flow rate ratio for 
the branch tube groups near the inlet decreases as the heat load increases up to a certain 
heat load, and beyond the heat load, the liquid mass flow rate ratio is insignificantly 
affected by the heat load. This can be explained by the pressure drop variation along the 
branch tubes. As shown in section 4.3.2.3, Figure 4.19 clearly shows that as the heat load 
increases up to a certain heat load, the pressure drop along the branch tube group 
drastically decreases, and with the additional increasing heat load, the pressure drop 
variation is getting smaller. Therefore, the liquid is traveling farther with the increased 
heat load due to the reduced resistance through the branch tube groups. However, for 
g/s60, =Indmm , the variation of the liquid mass flow rate for the varying heat load is less 
than that for g/s30, =Indmm . In Figure 4.19, it is shown that the pressure drop variation 















Figure 4.18 Liquid mass flow rate ratio with various heat loads for R-410A 





(a) End inlet, (b) Side inlet, g/s30, =Indmm g/s30, =Indmm
(c) End inlet, (d) Side inlet, g/s60, =Indmm g/s60, =Indmm
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4.3.2.3 Pressure drop measurements 
Figure 4.19 shows the pressure drop measurements along the branch tube groups at 
varying heat load for R-410A and R-134a as a function of the branch tube group number. 
Figure 4.19 (a) and (b), and (c) and (d) show the pressure drop along the branch tube 
group for g/s30, =Indmm  and 60 g/s, respectively, as a function of the branch tube group 
number. As shown in Figure 4.19, the pressure drop profile for the side inlet is almost 
symmetric. In Figure 4.19, especially the pressure drop along the branch tube groups near 
the manifold inlet is smaller than that for other branch tube groups because of the smaller 
gravitational effect due to the higher inlet vapor quality. Based on the calculation, the 
pressure drop for the branch tube groups located near the far end, which means the 
branch tube groups with lower vapor quality, is almost similar to the pressure drop 
calculated from a liquid column with the same height as that for the heat exchanger. It is 
clearly shown that as heat load increases, the pressure drop decreases due to the reduced 
gravity effect because the vapor quality along the branch tube increases as shown in the 
section 4.4.1. For the higher mass flow rate, the effect of the heat load on the pressure 




Figure 4.19 Pressure drop along the branch tube group at varying heat load for R-
410A (Tube pitch: 10 mm, Tube group No.: 10 ea, 3.0, =Indmx ) 
 
4.3.2.4 Power input and temperature measurements 
Figure 4.20 shows the power input for the main heaters at varying heat load for R-410A 
as a function of the branch tube group number. Figure 4.20 (a) and (b), and (c) and (d) 
show the power input for g/s30, =Indmm  and 60 g/s, respectively, as a function of the 
branch tube group number. For both inlet mass flow rates, the maximum intentional 
power input was 10 kW, but for g/s30, =Indmm , the power input was reduced by 
(a) End inlet, (b) Side inlet, g/s30, =Indmm g/s30, =Indmm
(c) End inlet, (d) Side inlet, g/s60, =Indmm g/s60, =Indmm
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temperature control because of less cooling capacity due to smaller mass flow rate 
compared to 60 g/s. For 60 g/s, the actual power input is about 8 ~ 9 kW depending upon 
the inlet position because of the temperature control. As explained earlier, the power 
input for the branch tube groups near the inlet is less than that for those located at far end 
due to higher inlet vapor quality. 
 
 
Figure 4.20 Power input with various heat loads for R-410A 
(Tube pitch: 10 mm, Tube group No.: 10 ea, 3.0=dmx ) 
  
(a) End inlet, (b) Side inlet, g/s30, =Indmm g/s30, =Indmm
(c) End inlet, (d) Side inlet, g/s60, =Indmm g/s60, =Indmm
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Figure 4.21 shows the branch tube group outlet temperature at varying heat load for R-
410A as a function of the branch tube group number. Figure 4.21 (a) and (b), and (c) and 
(d) show the branch tube group outlet temperature for g/s30, =Indmm  and 60 g/s, 
respectively, as a function of the branch tube group number. As shown in Figure 4.21, for 
g/s30, =Indmm , the branch tube group outlet temperature with about 5 kW heat input is 
above 20°C, which represents superheated vapor at the outlet of the branch tube. With 
less power input, the branch tube group outlet temperature near the far end represents 
saturation temperature. For g/s60, =Indmm , the branch tube group outlet temperature near 
the far end represents saturation temperature even though the provided total power input 
is about 8 ~ 9 kW depending upon inlet position because of the larger cooling capacity 



















Figure 4.21 Branch tube group outlet temperature with various heat loads for R-
410A (Tube pitch: 10 mm, Tube group No.: 10 ea, 3.0, =Indmx ) 
 
(a) End inlet, (b) Side inlet, g/s30, =Indmm g/s30, =Indmm
(c) End inlet, (d) Side inlet, g/s60, =Indmm g/s60, =Indmm
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4.3.3 Effect of manifold inlet vapor quality 
In this section, test results of the dividing manifold with 10 mm tube pitch and 30 tubes at  
varying manifold inlet vapor quality for R-134a, g/s45, =Indmm , and the end inlet are 
presented.  
 
4.3.3.1 The branch tube inlet and outlet vapor quality  
 
Figure 4.22 Branch tube group inlet and outlet vapor quality at varying inlet quality 
for R-134a with the end inlet (Tube pitch: 10 mm, Tube group No.: 10 ea, 
g/s45, =Indmm ) 
 
Figure 4.22 shows the branch tube group inlet and outlet vapor quality at varying 
manifold inlet vapor quality for R-134a, g/s45, =Indmm , and the end inlet as a function of 
the branch tube group number . As shown in Figure 4.22, the vapor phase is distributed 
into the first tube groups, and the liquid phase is distributed into the tube groups close to 
the end of the manifold. As the manifold inlet vapor quality increases, the number of 
branch tube groups with higher inlet vapor quality, which is close to 100%, is increasing 
because the vapor-liquid interface is moving farther towards the end of the manifold 
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because of the increased vapor momentum due to the increased vapor fraction with the 
fixed manifold inlet mass flow rate. For the manifold inlet vapor quality 0.45, the outlet 
vapor quality for the tube group No. 1 through 5 is above 100%, which means that 
superheated vapor is flowing out of the tube groups because of the smaller cooling 
capacity due to the higher branch tube inlet vapor quality. For the tube group No. 6 
through 10, the branch inlet vapor quality is less than 20%, and the outlet vapor quality is 
around 70%.   
 
4.3.3.2 Refrigerant distribution 
Figure 4.23 shows the mass flow rate ratio at varying inlet vapor quality for R-134a, 
g/s45, =Indmm , and the end inlet as a function of the branch tube group number . In 
Figure 4.23, for the inlet vapor quality 0.15, the mass flow rate ratio for the tube group 
No. 3 through 4 is a little higher than that for other inlet qualities. For the inlet vapor 
quality 0.45, the mass flow rate ratio for the tube group No. 6 and 8 is a little higher than 
that for other inlet qualities. Other than that, in overall, the mass flow rate ratio profiles 




Figure 4.23 Mass flow rate ratio at varying inlet quality for R-134a, end inlet 
(Tube pitch: 10 mm, Tube group No.: 10 ea, g/s45, =Indmm ) 
 
Figure 4.24 shows the vapor and liquid mass flow rate ratio at varying inlet vapor quality 
for R-134a, g/s45, =Indmm , and the end inlet as a function of the branch tube group 
number. At increasing inlet vapor quality, the liquid mass flow rate ratio in the branch 
tube group No. 6 through 10 increases. For the inlet quality 0.15, it can be seen that about 
55% vapor mass flow rate of the manifold inlet vapor mass flow rate is flowing through 
the first two branch tube groups near the inlet. For the inlet quality 0.45, it can be seen 
that about 70% vapor mass flow rate of the manifold inlet vapor mass flow rate is flowing 
through the first four branch tube groups near the inlet. In addition, for the inlet quality, 
about 75% liquid mass flow rate of the manifold inlet liquid mass flow rate is flowing 
through the tube group No. 6 through 10. 
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Figure 4.24 Vapor and liquid mass flow rate ratio at varying inlet quality for R-134a 
with the end inlet (Tube pitch: 10 mm, Tube group No: 10 ea, g/s45, =Indmm ) 
 
4.3.3.3 Pressure drop measurements 
 
Figure 4.25 Pressure drops along the branch tube groups and the manifold at 
varying inlet quality for R-134a, end inlet  
(Tube pitch: 10 mm, Tube group No.: 10 ea, g/s45, =Indmm ) 
 
Figure 4.25 shows the pressure drop measurements along the branch tube groups and the 
dividing manifold, respectively at varying manifold inlet vapor quality for R-134a, 
g/s45, =Indmm , and the end inlet as a function of the branch tube group number. As 
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shown in Figure 4.25, the pressure drop along the branch tube group is affected 
insignificantly by the inlet vapor quality. As explained earlier in section 4.3.1.3, for the 
pressure drop along the dividing manifold, it is shown that the pressure in the manifold is 
higher than the manifold inlet pressure. 
 
4.3.3.4 Power input and temperature measurements 
Figure 4.26 shows the power input for the main heaters and the branch tube outlet 
temperature at varying inlet vapor quality for R-134a, g/s45, =Indmm , and the end inlet as 
a function of the branch tube group number. As manifold inlet vapor quality increases, 
the number of the branch tube groups with the lower power input is increasing because of 
less cooling capacity due to the higher manifold inlet vapor quality. In the same way, as 
manifold inlet vapor quality increases, the number of the branch tube groups with the cut-
off temperature is increasing.  
 
 
Figure 4.26 Power input and the branch tube outlet temperature with varying inlet 
quality for R-134a, end inlet  
(Tube pitch: 10 mm, Tube group No: 10 ea, g/s45, =Indmm ) 
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4.3.4 Effect of branch tube number (Manifold length with fixed tube 
pitch) 
In this section, test results of the dividing manifold with 10 mm tube pitch at varying 
branch tube number, which means varying manifold length with fixed tube pitch, for R-
410A are described. As shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, the branch tube number (or 
manifold length) with fixed tube pitch was adjusted by blocking a certain number of the 
branch tubes using dead blocks. In Figure 4.27, TN30, TN24 and TN18 represent that the 
number of tubes is 30, 24 and 18, respectively. In addition, 30, 24 and 18 tubes represent 
10, 8 and 6 tube groups, respectively.  
 
4.3.4.1 The branch tube inlet and outlet vapor quality  
Figure 4.27 shows the branch tube group inlet vapor quality with various branch tube 
numbers (or various manifold lengths) for R-410A and 5 kW heat load as a function of 
the branch tube group number. Figure 4.27 (a) and (b), and (c) and (d) show the branch 
tube inlet vapor quality for g/s30, =Indmm  and 55 g/s, respectively, as a function of the 
branch tube group number. As shown in the Figure, for the reduced branch tube numbers 
(or for the reduced manifold length), in overall, the vapor quality profile for both inlet 
locations is similar to that for the 30 tubes (10 tube groups, which is base line). For the 
end inlet, the vapor phase is distributed into the first tube groups, and the liquid phase is 
distributed into the tube groups close to the end of the manifold. In addition, for the side 
inlet, the inlet vapor quality profile is almost symmetric, and the inlet vapor quality near 




Figure 4.27 Branch tube group inlet vapor quality with various branch tube group 
number (or various manifold lengths) for R-410A (Tube pitch: 10 mm, Heat load: 5 
kW) 
 
4.3.4.2 Refrigerant distribution 
Figure 4.28 shows the mass flow rate ratio with various branch tube numbers (or various 
manifold lengths) for R-410A and 5 kW heat load as a function of the branch tube group 
number. Figure 4.28 (a) and (b), and (c) and (d) show the mass flow rate ratio for 
g/s30, =Indmm  and 55 g/s, respectively, as a function of the branch tube group number. 
As can be expected for both inlet cases, it is shown that as branch tube number decreases, 
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(a) End inlet,  g/s30, =Indmm (b) Side inlet,  g/s30, =Indmm


















































































































the mass flow rate ratio increases because of the reduced tube number for the fixed 
manifold inlet mass flow rate. For g/s55, =Indmm with the end inlet, it is shown that for 
the reduced tube numbers, the mass flow rate ratio for the tube groups close to the end of 
manifold is higher than that for the tube groups near the inlet. 
 
 
Figure 4.28 Mass flow rate ratio with various branch tube group numbers for R-
410A (Tube pitch: 10 mm, Heat load: 5 kW) 
 
Figure 4.29 shows the vapor mass flow rate ratio with various branch tube numbers (or 
various manifold lengths) for R-410A and 5 kW heat load as a function of the branch 
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(c) End inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm (d) Side inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm
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tube group number. Figure 4.29 (a) and (b), and (c) and (d) show the vapor mass flow 
rate ratio for g/s30, =Indmm  and 55 g/s, respectively, as a function of the branch tube 
group number. In overall, as the branch tube number decreases, the vapor mass flow rate 
ratio increases, especially for the branch tube groups near the inlet.  
 
 
Figure 4.29 Vapor mass flow rate ratio with various branch tube group numbers for 
R-410A (Tube pitch: 10 mm, Heat load: 5 kW) 
 
Figure 4.30 shows the normalized vapor mass flow rate ratio using Equation 4.3 with 
various branch tube numbers (or various manifold lengths) for R-410A and 5 kW heat 
(a) End inlet,  g/s30, =Indmm (b) Side inlet,  g/s30, =Indmm
(c) End inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm (d) Side inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm
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load as a function of the branch tube group number. Figure 4.30 (a) and (b), and (c) and 
(d) show the normalized vapor mass flow rate ratio for g/s30, =Indmm  and 55 g/s, 
respectively, as a function of the branch tube group number. In Figure 4.30, the unity 
indicates equal distribution. Based on that, it is shown that maldistribution of the vapor is 
more severe for the 30 tubes than that for other tube numbers. 
 
 
Figure 4.30 Normalized vapor mass flow rate ratio with various branch tube group 
numbers for R-410A (Tube pitch: 10 mm, Heat load: 5 kW) 
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(a) End inlet,  g/s30, =Indmm (b) Side inlet,  g/s30, =Indmm
(c) End inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm (d) Side inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm
 102 
Figure 4.31 shows the liquid mass flow rate ratio with various branch tube numbers (or 
various manifold lengths) for R-410A and 5 kW heat load as a function of the branch 
tube group number. Figure 4.31 (a) and (b), and (c) and (d) show the liquid mass flow 
rate ratio for g/s30, =Indmm  and 55 g/s, respectively, as a function of the branch tube 
group number. As shown in Figure 4.31, it is clearly shown that as the branch tube 
number decreases, the liquid mass flow rate ratio increases for both inlet locations and 
the two manifold inlet mass flow rates. 
 
 
Figure 4.31 Liquid mass flow rate ratio with various branch tube group numbers 
for R-410A (Tube pitch: 10 mm, Heat load: 5 kW) 
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(a) End inlet,  g/s30, =Indmm (b) Side inlet,  g/s30, =Indmm


























































































































Figure 4.32 shows the normalized liquid mass flow rate ratio using Equation 4.3 with 
various branch tube numbers (or various manifold lengths) for R-410A and 5 kW heat 
load as a function of the branch tube group number. Figure 4.32 (a) and (b), and (c) and 
(d) show the normalized liquid mass flow rate ratio for g/s30, =Indmm  and 55 g/s, 
respectively, as a function of the branch tube group number. In Figure 4.32, the unity 
indicates equal distribution of liquid phase. Based on that, it is shown that near the inlet, 








Figure 4.32 Normalized liquid mass flow rate ratio with various branch tube group 
numbers for R-410A (Tube pitch: 10 mm, Heat load: 5 kW) 
 
In order to analyze quantitatively the degree of maldistribution for the three tube 
numbers, the normalized standard deviation of the mass flow rate at the branch tube 
groups for the vapor phase and liquid phase was evaluated by using the following 
equations : 
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(a) End inlet,  g/s30, =Indmm (b) Side inlet,  g/s30, =Indmm






















































































































































                                                                     (4-5) 
 
Using Equations 4.4 and 4.5, for the three tube numbers, the normalized standard 
deviation of the mass flow rate at the branch tube groups for the vapor phase and liquid 
phase was calculated, and is shown in Table 4.2. 
 
Table 4.2 Normalized standard deviation of the mass flow rate at the branch tube 
groups for the vapor and liquid phase for various branch tube group numbers 
( g/s30, =Indmm , and 55 g/s) 
g/s30, =Indmm  End inlet Side inlet 
 vapbtmSTD ,  liqbtmSTD ,  vapbtmSTD ,  liqbtmSTD ,  
Tube group no.: 10 ea 1.144 0.408 0.638 0.320 
Tube group no.: 8 ea 0.751 0.450 0.452 0.235 
Tube group no.: 6 ea 0.785 0.466 0.473 0.256 
   
g/s55, =Indmm  End inlet Side inlet 
 vapbtmSTD ,  liqbtmSTD ,  vapbtmSTD ,  liqbtmSTD ,  
Tube group no.: 10 ea 1.016 0.549 0.402 0.286 
Tube group no.: 8 ea 0.856 0.595 0.302 0.202 
Tube group no.: 6 ea 0.938 0.631 0.329 0.249 
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For the normalized standard deviation of the mass flow rate at the branch tube groups for 
the vapor phase and liquid phase, the smaller the value is, the more uniform the phase is. 
As shown in Table 4.2, the normalized standard deviation for the side inlet case is smaller 
than that for the end inlet case, and for the end inlet case, the normalized standard 
deviation for g/s30, =Indmm is smaller than that for 55 g/s. For the side inlet case, the 
normalized standard deviation of the g/s55, =Indmm case is smaller than that for 30 g/s 
case. In overall, the vapor and liquid distribution for the 30 tubes is less uniform than 
those for two other tube numbers. However, in general, the effect of branch tube number 
on the refrigerant distribution is not severe.  
    
4.3.4.3 Pressure drop measurements 
Figure 4.33 shows the pressure drop measurements along the branch tube groups with 
various branch tube numbers (or various manifold lengths) for R-410A and 5 kW heat 
load as a function of the branch tube group number. Figure 4.33 (a) and (b), and (c) and 
(d) show the pressure drop measurements along the branch tube groups for 
g/s30, =Indmm  and 55 g/s, respectively, as a function of the branch tube group number. 
As shown in Figure 4.33, in overall, as the branch tube number decreases, the pressure 
drop along the branch tube groups increases because of the increased mass flow rate due 










Figure 4.33 Pressure drop along the branch tube group with various branch tube 






(a) End inlet,  g/s30, =Indmm (b) Side inlet,  g/s30, =Indmm
(c) End inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm (d) Side inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm
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4.3.4.4 Power input and temperature measurements 
 
Figure 4.34 Power input with various branch tube group numbers for R-410A 
(Tube pitch: 10 mm, Heat load: 5 kW) 
 
Figure 4.34 shows the power input for the main heaters installed on the branch tubes with 
various branch tube numbers (or various manifold lengths) for R-410A and 5 kW heat 
load as a function of the branch tube group number. Figure 4.34 (a) and (b), and (c) and 
(d) show the power input for the main heaters for g/s30, =Indmm  and 55 g/s, respectively, 
as a function of the branch tube group number. While conducting experiments, the given 
test condition for the total power input on the branch tubes was kept constant. Therefore, 
(a) End inlet,  g/s30, =Indmm (b) Side inlet,  g/s30, =Indmm
(c) End inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm (d) Side inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm
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as the number of the branch tube groups decreases, the provided power input for the 
individual tube groups increases. The power input for the tube groups with higher inlet 
vapor quality was reduced by the control because of the reduced cooling capacity due to 
the higher branch tube inlet vapor quality. However, for g/s55, =Indmm with the side 
inlet, the originally provided power was almost absorbed by the refrigerant in the tube 
groups near the inlet for the specific branch inlet vapor quality because of the larger 
cooling capacity of the increased mass flow rate compared to g/s30, =Indmm . 
 
Figure 4.35 Branch tube outlet temperature with various branch tube group 
numbers for R-410A (Tube pitch: 10 mm, Heat load: 5 kW) 
 
(a) End inlet,  g/s30, =Indmm (b) Side inlet,  g/s30, =Indmm
(c) End inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm (d) Side inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm
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Figure 4.35 shows the branch tube outlet temperature with various branch tube numbers 
(or various manifold lengths) for R-410A and 5 kW heat load as a function of the branch 
tube group number. Figure 4.35 (a) and (b), and (c) and (d) show the branch tube outlet 
temperature for g/s30, =Indmm  and 55 g/s, respectively, as a function of the branch tube 
group number. The temperature profile reflects the power input profile explained earlier. 
In overall, the temperature for the tube groups near the inlet is close to the cut-off 
temperature depending on the tube group number.  
 
4.3.5 Effect of tube pitch 
In this section, test results of the dividing manifold with 10 tube groups with various tube 
pitches for R-410A are presented.  
 
4.3.5.1 Refrigerant distribution 
Figure 4.36 shows the mass flow rate ratio with various tube pitches for R-410A and 5 
kW heat load as a function of the branch tube group number. Figure 4.36 (a) and (b), and 
(c) and (d) show the mass flow rate ratio for g/s30, =Indmm  and 55 g/s, respectively, as a 
function of the branch tube group number. As shown in Figure 4.36, in overall, the mass 
flow rate ratio has the same trend for those tube pitches. For g/s30, =Indmm and the end 
inlet, the mass flow rate ratio for the tube groups near the inlet is higher than that for the 










Figure 4.36 Mass flow rate ratio with various tube pitches for R-410A 
(Tube number: 30 ea, Heat load: 5 kW) 
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(a) End inlet,  g/s30, =Indmm (b) Side inlet,  g/s30, =Indmm
(c) End inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm (d) Side inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm
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Figure 4.37 Vapor mass flow rate ratio with various tube pitches for R-410A 
(Tube number: 30 ea, Heat load: 5 kW) 
 
Figure 4.37 shows the vapor mass flow rate ratio with various tube pitches for R-410A 
and 5 kW heat load as a function of the branch tube group number. Figure 4.37 (a) and 
(b), and (c) and (d) show the vapor mass flow rate ratio for g/s30, =Indmm  and 55 g/s, 
respectively, as a function of the branch tube group number. In overall, the vapor mass 
flow rate ratio is little affected by tube pitch variation. This is well matched with the flow 
visualization as shown in Figure 4.4. 
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(c) End inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm (d) Side inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm
(a) End inlet,  g/s30, =Indmm (b) Side inlet,  g/s30, =Indmm
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Figure 4.38 Liquid mass flow rate ratio with various tube pitches for R-410A 
(Tube number: 30 ea, Heat load: 5 kW) 
 
Figure 4.38 shows the liquid mass flow rate ratio with various tube pitches for R-410A 
and 5 kW heat load as a function of the branch tube group number. Figure 4.38 (a) and 
(b), and (c) and (d) show the liquid mass flow rate ratio for g/s30, =Indmm  and 55 g/s, 
respectively, as a function of the branch tube group number. In Figure 4.38, it is shown 
that the liquid mass flow rate ratio is little affected by tube pitch variation. Compared to 
the liquid mass flow rate ratio profile of the tube pitch 10 mm, which is base line, the 
profiles for the tube pitch 8 mm and 12 mm are almost similar to that of the tube pitch 10 
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(c) End inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm (d) Side inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm


























































mm for both inlet locations. For the end inlet, the liquid mass flow rate ratio of the first 
few tube groups near the inlet is comparatively lower than that for the tube groups close 
to the end of the manifold, and for the side inlet, the liquid mass flow rate ratio profile is 
symmetric, and the liquid mass flow rate ratio for the tube groups near the inlet is 
comparatively lower. In order to figure out quantitatively the degree of maldistribution 
for the three tube pitches, the normalized standard deviation of the mass flow rate at the 
branch tube groups for the vapor phase and the liquid phase was calculated using 
Equations 4.4 and 4.5, and is shown in Table 4.3. 
 
Table 4.3 Normalized standard deviation of the mass flow rate at the branch tube 
groups for the vapor and liquid phase with various branch tube pitches 
( g/s30, =Indmm , and 55 g/s) 
g/s30, =Indmm  End inlet Side inlet 
 vapbtmSTD ,  liqbtmSTD ,  vapbtmSTD ,  liqbtmSTD ,  
Tube pitch: 10 mm 1.144 0.408 0.638 0.320 
Tube pitch: 8 mm 0.938 0.438 0.599 0.354 
Tube pitch: 12 mm 0.872 0.439 0.565 0.368 
   
g/s55, =Indmm  End inlet Side inlet 
 vapbtmSTD ,  liqbtmSTD ,  vapbtmSTD ,  liqbtmSTD ,  
Tube pitch: 10 mm 1.016 0.549 0.402 0.286 
Tube pitch: 8 mm 1.069 0.580 0.490 0.294 
Tube pitch: 12 mm 0.976 0.576 0.496 0.341 
 
As shown in Table 4.3, it can be said that in overall, the vapor and liquid distribution in 
the manifold is little affected by the variation of tube pitch.  
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4.3.5.2 Pressure drop measurements 
 
Figure 4.39 Pressure drop along the branch tube group with various tube pitches for 
R-410A (Tube number: 30 ea, Heat load: 5 kW) 
 
Figure 4.39 shows the pressure drop measurements along the branch tube groups with 
various tube pitches for R-410A and 5 kW heat load as a function of the branch tube 
group number. Figure 4.39 (a) and (b), and (c) and (d) show the pressure drop 
measurements along the branch tube groups for g/s30, =Indmm  and 55 g/s, respectively, 
as a function of the branch tube group number. As shown in the Figure 4.39, for 
g/s30, =Indmm , the pressure drop for the tube groups near the inlet is lower than that for 
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(c) End inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm (d) Side inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm














































the tube groups close to the end of manifold. The pressure drop profile for tube pitch 8 
and 12 mm is almost the same for both inlet locations, and the pressure drop for tube 
pitch 10mm is a little lower than that for the other two tube pitches. For g/s55, =Indmm , 
the pressure drop measurements have bigger uncertainty compared to g/s30, =Indmm , 
especially for the tube groups at the far end. In overall, the pressure drop profile for tube 
pitch 8 and 12 mm is almost same for both inlet locations, and the pressure drop for tube 
pitch 10 mm is a little lower than that for the two tube pitches. 
 
4.3.5.3 Power input and temperature measurements 
Figure 4.40 shows the power input for the main heaters installed on the branch tubes with 
various tube pitches for R-410A and 5 kW heat load as a function of the branch tube 
group number. Figure 4.40 (a) and (b), and (c) and (d) show the liquid mass flow rate 
ratio for g/s30, =Indmm  and 55 g/s, respectively, as a function of the branch tube group 
number. As explained earlier, it is shown that the power input for the tube groups with 
higher inlet vapor quality was reduced by the control because of less cooling capacity due 
to the higher branch tube inlet vapor quality. For g/s30, =Indmm , the power input for the 
tube pitch 10 mm is 10% less than that for the other two tube pitches. This is not because 
of heater cut-off, but because of different heater control scheme. In the beginning of the 
test, the heaters were controlled by time fraction on-off using Q-basic program to provide 
the exact power inputs because the installed heaters have 1.4 kW per tube group. After 
testing a few cases, the heater control was changed to the control by the voltage 
transformers for accurate control. However, as shown in the heat load effect discussion, 
this difference does not affect this parametric study. Other than that, the power input 
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profiles for the tube pitch 8 and 12 mm are almost similar to that for the tube pitch 10 
mm, which is base line, for both inlet locations. 
 
 
Figure 4.40 Power input for various tube pitches for R-410A 
(Tube number: 30 ea, Heat load: 5 kW) 
 
Figure 4.41 shows the branch tube outlet temperature for various tube pitches for R-410A 
and 5 kW heat load as a function of the branch tube group number. Figure 4.41 (a) and 
(b), and (c) and (d) show the branch tube outlet temperature for various tube pitches for 
g/s30, =Indmm  and 55 g/s, respectively, as a function of the branch tube group number. 
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(c) End inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm (d) Side inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm


































The temperature profile reflects the power input profile explained before. Especially, for 
the end inlet, the outlet temperatures for the three tube pitches at the tube group No. 2 for 
g/s30, =Indmm  and the outlet temperatures at the tube group No. 3 for 55 g/s are different 
among them because the tube group No. 2 and No. 3 is vapor-liquid interface for the 




Figure 4.41 Branch tube outlet temperature with various tube pitches for R-410A 
(Tube number: 30 ea, Heat load: 5 kW) 
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(c) End inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm (d) Side inlet,  g/s55, =Indmm










































































4.3.6 Effect of oil mass fraction 
In this section, the effect of Oil Mass Fraction for the R-410A is presented. The OMF 










=                                                                                     (4.6) 
 
Several tests were conducted with POE (Polyol Ester) oil for the end inlet case to 
investigate the oil mass fraction effect. The calculated oil mass fraction is about 2 wt.% 
based on the density measurements. For measuring the mixture density for the R-410A 
and the POE oil, the Coriolis-type mass flow meter which was used for measuring 
manifold inlet mass flow rate was used. The density measurement accuracy is ± 0.5 
kg/m3.  
  
4.3.6.1 The branch tube inlet vapor quality 
Figure 4.42 shows the branch tube group inlet vapor quality with 0 and 2 wt.% OMF for 
R-410A and g/s45, =Indmm as a function of the branch tube group number. In the Figure, 
it is shown that at the near inlet, the branch tube group inlet vapor quality with both inlet 
locations for the 2 wt.% OMF is almost same as that for the oil-free case, but at the other 
tube groups, the branch tube group inlet vapor quality with both inlet locations for the 2 
wt.% OMF is about 15 ~ 20% higher than that for the oil-free case. As shown in Figure 
4.42, the uncertainty of the branch tube inlet vapor quality for the 2 wt.% OMF is much 
higher than that for the oil-free case. At the tube groups near the inlet for the 2 wt.% 
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OMF case, the uncertainty is comparatively smaller than that for the tube groups close to 
the end of the manifold, even though the uncertainty is bigger than that for the oil-free 
case. In order to figure out the bigger uncertainty source of the branch tube inlet vapor 
quality for the 2 wt.% OMF, the mass flow rate measurements were reviewed since the 
vapor quality calculation was based on the mass flow rate, temperature, and pressure 
measurements. Figure 4.43 shows the mass flow rate at the tube group No. 10 for both 0 
wt.% and 2 wt.% OMF cases with time variation. In Figure 4.43, it is clearly shown that 
the mass flow rate for the 2 wt.% OMF has much higher standard deviation. Even though 
enough degree of superheating (greater than 50 K) for the post heater section was kept, 
the mass flow rate measurements was affected by adding oil because a gas mass flow 
meter was used for the measurements. Therefore, the vapor mass flow rate summation of 
the whole tube groups for the 2 wt.% OMF case deviated far from the manifold inlet 
vapor mass flow rate. For most of oil-free cases, the vapor mass flow rate summation of 
the whole tube groups is within 100 ~ 125% of the manifold inlet vapor mass flow rate. 
However, for the 2 wt.% OMF cases, the vapor mass flow rate summation of the whole 
tube groups is within 147 ~ 150% of the manifold inlet vapor mass flow rate. Based on 
the flow visualization and consideration of both mass balance and uncertainty of the 
measurements, it is expected that the refrigerant distribution is little affected by adding 2 
wt.% OMF even though the measured tube inlet vapor quality of the tube groups close to 






Figure 4.42 Branch tube group inlet vapor quality with 0 and 2wt% OMF for R-




Figure 4.43 Mass flow rate for the tube group No.10 with 0 and 2 wt.% OMF for R-
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4.3.6.2 Refrigerant distribution 
 
Figure 4.44 Mass flow rate ratio with 0 and 2 wt.% OMF for R-410A 
 ( g/s45, =Indmm , Tube number: 30 ea, Heat load: 5 kW) 
 
Figure 4.44 shows the mass flow rate ratio with 0 and 2 wt.% OMF for R-410A and 
g/s45, =Indmm as a function of the branch tube group number. As shown in Figure 4.44, 
in overall, the mass flow rate ratio has the same trend for both oil-free case and 2 wt.% 
OMF case. However, as explained before, the uncertainty for the 2 wt.% OMF case is 
much higher than that for the oil-free case. 
 
Figure 4.45 shows the vapor mass flow rate ratio with 0 and 2 wt.% OMF for R-410A 
and g/s45, =Indmm as a function of the branch tube group number. As expected, based on 
the mass flow rate and the branch tube group inlet vapor quality, the vapor mass flow rate 
ratio at the tube groups near the inlet for the 2 wt.% OMF case is lower than that for the 
oil-free case because the measured branch tube inlet vapor quality at the tube groups 
located far away from the inlet is higher than that for the oil-free case. 
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Figure 4.45 Vapor mass flow rate ratio with 0 and 2 wt.% OMF for R-410A 
(  g/s45, =Indmm , Tube number: 30 ea, Heat load: 5 kW) 
 
Figure 4.46 shows the liquid mass flow rate ratio with 0 and 2 wt.% OMF for R-410A 
and g/s45, =Indmm as a function of the branch tube group number. The profile for both 
cases has the same trend even though the vapor mass flow rate ratio profile for both cases 
was different. The liquid mass flow rate ratio was less affected by the mass flow rate 
measurements and the branch tube inlet vapor quality because the liquid phase has 70% 
of manifold inlet mass flow rate compared to 30% for the vapor phase.  
 
Figure 4.46 Liquid mass flow rate ratio with 0 and 2wt% OMF for R-410A 
( g/s45, =Indmm , Tube number: 30 ea, Heat load: 5 kW) 
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4.3.6.3 Pressure drop measurements 
Figure 4.47 shows the pressure drop measurements along the branch tube groups with 0 
and 2 wt.% OMF for R-410A and g/s45, =Indmm as a function of the branch tube group 
number. The pressure drop for the 2 wt.% OMF is 2 ~ 4 kPa higher than that for the oil-
free case. In addition, as expected, the uncertainty of the pressure drop for the 2 wt.% 
OMF is ± 0.5 ~ ± 1.5 kPa higher than that for the oil-free case.  
 
 
Figure 4.47 Pressure drop along the branch tube group with 0 and 2 wt.% OMF for 
R-410A ( g/s45, =Indmm , Tube number: 30 ea, Heat load: 5 kW) 
 
4.3.6.4 Power input and temperature measurements 
Figure 4.48 shows the power input for the main heaters installed on the branch tubes with 
0 and 2 wt.% OMF for R-410A and g/s45, =Indmm as a function of the branch tube group 
number. It is cleared that the power input for the tube groups with higher inlet vapor 
quality was reduced by the control because of less available cooling capacity due to the 
higher branch tube inlet vapor quality. The power input at the tube groups far away from 
the inlet for the oil-free case is 10% less than that for the 2 wt.% OMF case. This is not 
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because of heater cut-off, but because of different heater control scheme. However, as 




Figure 4.48 Power input with 0 and 2wt% OMF for R-410A 
( g/s45, =Indmm , Tube number: 30 ea, Heat load: 5 kW) 
 
Figure 4.49 shows the branch tube outlet temperature with 0 and 2 wt.% OMF for R-
410A and g/s45, =Indmm as a function of the branch tube group number. The temperature 
profile reflects the power input profile explained before. Especially, for the end inlet case, 
the temperatures at the tube group No. 3 for both cases are different each other, and have 
bigger uncertainties because the vapor-liquid interface is located at the tube group No. 3. 
Therefore, the temperature is fluctuating a lot with time variation. 
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Figure 4.49 Branch tube outlet temperature with 0 and 2wt% OMF for R-410A 
( g/s45, =Indmm , Tube number: 30 ea, Heat load: 5 kW) 
 
4.4 Flow Pattern Map 
In this section, flow pattern maps based on Thome, J. R. and Hajal, J. E. (2002) are given.  
Many researchers mentioned that the flow pattern at the inlet of a manifold and along the 
manifold length significantly affected the two-phase flow distribution. Figures 4.50 and 
4.51 show flow pattern map based on Thome, J. R. and Hajal, J. E. (2002) for R-134a and 
R-410A, respectively. The flow properties at the inlet of T-junctions are included in 
Figures 4.50 and 4.51. Based on Figures 4.50 and 4.51, the flow patterns at most of the 
inlets of T-junctions in the manifold are stratified flow or stratified-wavy flow. 
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Figure 4.51 Flow pattern map for R-410A based on Thome, J. R. and Hajal, J. E. 
(2002)  
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(R-134a, Tsat=7.2 °C, D=19.04 mm, q=0 kW/m
2)
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5. MODELING OF REFRIGERANT DISTRIBUTION 
 
5.1 Overview 
In this section, modeling of refrigerant distribution using the experimental results is 
discussed, and test results are compared to two-phase flow distribution models in T-
junctions and empirical correlations in manifolds. In addition, new correlations based on 
the test results are proposed.  
 
5.2 Modeling of Refrigerant Distribution 
To simulate the effects of refrigerant flow distribution in microchannel tube heat 
exchangers (or multiport tube heat exchangers), correlations for the flow distribution in 
manifolds are needed. Many approaches have been proposed for correlations of flow 
distribution. One method which can be used for analyzing refrigerant distribution in 
manifolds is to consider a manifold as a series of successive T-junctions. For using such 
method to analyze refrigerant distribution, the local properties for the individual tube 
group along the dividing manifold are needed. The mass flow rates for the dividing 
manifold inlet ( Indmm , ) and the individual branch tube group ( btm ) were measured. In 
addition, the vapor qualities for the manifold inlet ( Indmx , ) and the individual tube group 
( Inbtx , ) were calculated based on the measurements. For better understanding of notations, 




Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram of the dividing manifold 
 
While using the T-junction method for modeling of refrigerant distribution, a correction 
procedure was introduced in order to consider deviation from the mass balance between 
the measured manifold inlet mass flow rate ( )(, measm Indm ) and the sum of the measured 






, ))(( ) due to uncertainties of 





















                                                                                (5.1) 
 
Therefore, the corrected branch mass flow rates ( )(, im Inbt ) can be written as Equation 5.2. 
 
))(()( ,, measimmcfim InbtbtInbt  ×=                                                                     (5.2) 
 
Accordingly, the branch tube inlet vapor quality ( )(, ix Inbt ) was corrected such that the 





















mass flow rate. A correction factor for vapor mass flow rates at the branch tube group 





















                                                             (5.3) 
 
Therefore, the corrected vapor mass flow rate for the branch tube group can be written as 
Equation 5.4. 
 
))(()()( ,,,,, measiximmcfim InbtInbtvapbtvapInbt  =                                             (5.4) 
 















=                                                                                 (5.5) 
 
Based on the mass conservation, the mass flow rates along the dividing manifold are 
calculated as follows: 
 
)()()1( , imimim Inbtdmdm  −=+                                                                      (5.6) 
 
In addition, the vapor quality at the local position in the dividing manifold can be 
calculated by Equation (5.7).  
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                                               (5.7) 
 
5.3 Comparison To Existing Two-Phase Distribution Model 
In this section, the test results are compared to existing two-phase distribution models in 
T-junctions and in manifolds.  
 
5.3.1 Comparison to models using bhh   
In this section, the test results are compared to existing two-phase distribution models 
which use the value of bhh representing two major control parameters, liquid level and 
the vapor flow rate. Smoglie et al. (1987) model, Schrock et al. (1986) model and 
Castiglia and Giardina (2002a) model belong to this type of model. As explained in 
section 2.6, the models are shown in Equation 2.3, 2.5, and 2.6, respectively.  
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To compare the test results with such models, it is need to calculate the value of h 
(distance between the branch tube inlet and the liquid level). To calculate the value of h, 
it is necessary to estimate void fraction in the manifold. Recently, Thome and El Hajal 
(2002) have simplified implementation of the map by bringing the Rouhani-Axelsson 
void fraction equation into the method to remove its iterative solution scheme. Therefore, 
in the current study, the Rouhani and Axelsson (1970) void model shown in Equation 5.8 
was used. 
 



































α                 (5.8) 
 
Figure 5.2 and 5.3 show comparison of the void fraction for R-134a and R-410A, 
respectively. At low vapor quality, the void fraction calculated by the Rouhani and 
Axelsson (1970) void model is a little higher than that by the Zivi model (1964). In 




Figure 5.2 Comparison of void fraction for R-134a 
 
 
Figure 5.3 Comparison of void fraction for R-410A 
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Figure 5.4 shows comparison of the two-phase distribution model which use the 
normalized parameter, bhh . The branch tube inlet vapor quality is shown in Figure 5.4 
as a function of the normalized parameter, bhh . As the normalized parameter, 
bhh increases, the branch tube inlet vapor quality increases. The predicted branch tube 
inlet quality by the Smoglie et al. (1987) is much higher than other two models at lower 
value of bhh . 
 
Figure 5.4 Comparison of T-junction models (branch tube vapor quality vs. h/hb) 
 
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show comparison of test results for R-134a with T-junction models 
for g/s30, =Indmm  and 60 g/s, respectively. The branch tube group inlet vapor quality is 
shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 as a function of branch tube group number. As shown in 
Figures 5.5 and 5.6, the predicted tube inlet vapor quality by the T-junction models 
deviates a lot from the test results. Based on the comparison, it is observed that the poor 
prediction occurs due to different geometry and operating conditions.  
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       Figure 5.5 Comparison of test results with T-junction models 
                          (R-134a, End inlet, g/s30, =Indmm ) 
 
 
       Figure 5.6 Comparison of test results with T-junction models 
                             (R-134a, End inlet, g/s60, =Indmm ) 
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5.3.2 Comparison to Seeger et al. model and Sivert Vist model 
In this section, the test results are compared to Seeger et al. (1985) model and Sivert Vist 
(2003) model. As explained in section 2.6, Seeger et al. (1985) model is shown in 
Equation 2.1.  
 
( ) 8.01313 −= GGxx                                                                            (2.1) 
 
As explained in section 2.7, Sivert Vist (2003) model is shown in Equations 2.10, 2.11, 




























                                                            (2.12) 
 
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show comparison of test results for R-134a with Seeger et al. (1985) 
model and Sivert Vist (2003) model for g/s30, =Indmm  and 60 g/s, respectively. The 
branch tube group inlet vapor quality is shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8 as a function of 
branch tube group number. As shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, the predicted tube inlet 
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vapor quality by the two models deviates from the test results. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show 
comparison of test results for R-410A with Seeger et al. (1985) model and Sivert Vist 
(2003) model for g/s30, =Indmm  and 60 g/s, respectively. The branch tube group inlet 
vapor quality is shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 as a function of branch tube group 
number. As shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10, the predicted tube inlet vapor quality by the 
two models deviates from the test results. Based on the comparison, it is observed that the 









       Figure 5.7 Comparison of test results with Seeger model and Vist model 
                           (R-134a, End inlet, g/s30, =Indmm ) 
 
       Figure 5.8 Comparison of test results with Seeger model and Vist model 
                           (R-134a, End inlet, g/s60, =Indmm ) 
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        Figure 5.9 Comparison of test results with Seeger model and Vist model 
                           (R-410A, End inlet, g/s30, =Indmm ) 
 
 
        Figure 5.10 Comparison of test results with Seeger model and Vist model 
                           (R-410A, End inlet, g/s60, =Indmm ) 
Branch tube group inlet vapor quality
(R-410A, End inlet, MFR:60g/s, TP:10mm, TN:30ea)
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5.3.3 Comparison to the model of Watanabe 
In this section, the test results of the current study are compared to Watanabe et al. (1995) 
model. As explained in section 2.8, Watanabe et al. (1995) developed an empirical 
correlation based on the experiments in a 20 mm inner diameter manifold with four 
upward 6 mm inner diameter branch tubes using R-11. The correlation is shown in 
Equations 2.7 and 2.8. 
  













, where )(Re , ivapdm=η                (2.8) 
 
Even though the heat exchanger geometry which was used in the current study is 
different from their geometry, the test results in the manifold with 10 mm tube pitch and 
30 tubes (10 tube groups) were compared with the empirical model. For better 
understanding of the manifold geometry for the Watanabe’s study and the current study, 
the geometries are compared in Table 5.1. The tube number and the cross sectional area 
of the branch tube for the Watanabe’s study are smaller than those for the current study 






Table 5.1 Comparison of manifold geometry 
 Watanabe’s study Current study 
Manifold inner diameter (mm) 20 19.05 
Geometry Round Tube Multiport Tube 
Number (ea) 4 30 (10 tube groups) 
Cross sectional area (mm2) 
per tube 28.3 
18.7 (per tube) 
56.1 (per tube group) 
Branch 
tube 
Tube pitch (mm) 40  10 (per tube) 30 (per tube group) 
 
5.3.3.1 Comparison of test results in the manifold for the side inlet  
Since two inlet locations were used in this study, first, the test results in the manifold for 
the side inlet are compared to the Watanabe model in this section. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 
show the branch tube vapor mass flux ( )(,, iG vapInbt ) as a function of the vapor mass flux 
at the inlet of the manifold T-junction ( )(, iG vapdm ) for R-410A and R-134a, respectively, 
for the side inlet test. Test results for 0 and 5 kW are shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12, and 
the dashed line in the Figures represents the prediction from the Watanabe correlation. In 
the Figures, data points having the highest manifold vapor mass flux are the data of the 
branch tube group No. 1, and data points with decreasing manifold vapor mass flux 
represent the data of the successive branch tube groups. As shown in the Figures, the 
relationship between the branch tube vapor mass flux and the manifold vapor mass flux at 
the inlet of T-junctions shows linear relation between the two vapor mass fluxes for the 
two refrigerants. For the Watanabe’s study, the data range of the manifold vapor mass 
flux is 0 ~ 37 kg/m2s. Based on that, the data range of the manifold vapor mass flux is 
almost similar for both Watanabe’s study and the side inlet cases of the current study. 
However, for both refrigerants, the slope of the prediction by Watanabe correlation is 
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steeper than that for this side inlet case of the current study. Based on these results, it is 
seen that the relationship between the two vapor mass fluxes is affected by both the local 
vapor mass flux at the inlet of T-junctions and the manifold inlet flow conditions, which 
are the manifold inlet vapor mass flux and the inlet geometry. As shown in Figures 5.11 
and 5.12, the slopes of the linear relation between the branch tube vapor mass flux and 













Figure 5.11 Branch vapor mass flux ( )(,, iG vapInbt ) vs. the vapor mass flux at the inlet 
of the manifold T-junctions ( )(, iG vapdm ) for R-410A, side inlet (Measurements for heat 




Figure 5.12 Branch vapor mass flux ( )(,, iG vapInbt ) vs. the vapor mass flux at the inlet 
of the manifold T-junctions ( )(, iG vapdm ) for R-134a, side inlet (Measurements for heat 
load 0 kW and 5 kW are shown, and the prediction of Watanabe correlation is shown for 
comparison.) 
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Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the branch tube liquid fraction taken off 
( )(/)( ,,, imim liqdmliqInbt  ) as a function of the vapor Reynolds number at the inlet of T-
junctions in the manifold ( )(Re , ivapdm ) for R-410A and R-134a, respectively, for the 
side inlet test. Test results for 0 and 5 kW are shown in the Figures, and the dashed line in 
the Figures represents the prediction from the Watanabe correlation. For the Watanabe’s 
study, the data range of the vapor Reynolds number in the manifold ( )(Re , ivapdm ) is 0 ~ 
220. Based on that, the data range of the vapor Reynolds number in the manifold 
( )(Re , ivapdm ) is almost similar for both Watanabe’s study and the side inlet case of the 
current study. In Figures 5.13 and 5.14, the branch tube liquid fraction taken off 
( )(/)( ,,, imim liqdmliqInbt  ) is found to decrease with increasing vapor Reynolds number in the 
manifold ( )(Re , ivapdm ). The trend for the test results in this study is quite similar to the 
prediction from the Watanabe model. Based on this comparison, it is assumed that the 
branch tube liquid fraction taken off for the side inlet case of the current study can be 
correlated as a function of the vapor Reynolds number at the inlet of the manifold T-
junctions in the manifold. As shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14, the trend of the 
relationship between the branch tube liquid fraction taken off ( )(/)( ,,, imim liqdmliqInbt  ) and 
the vapor Reynolds number at the inlet of T-junctions in the manifold ( )(Re , ivapdm ) for 





Figure 5.13 Branch tube liquid fraction taken off ( )(/)( ,,, imim liqdmliqInbt  ) vs. 
)(Re , ivapdm  for R-410A, side inlet (Measurements for heat load 0 kW and 5 kW are 
shown, and the prediction of Watanabe correlation is shown for comparison.) 
 
  
Figure 5.14 Branch tube liquid fraction taken off ( )(/)( ,,, imim liqdmliqInbt  ) vs. 
)(Re , ivapdm  for R-134a, side inlet (Measurements for heat load 0 kW and 5 kW are 
shown, and the prediction of Watanabe correlation is shown for comparison.) 
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5.3.3.2 Comparison of test results in the manifold for the end inlet 
In this section, the test results in the manifold for the end inlet are compared to the 
Watanabe model. Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the branch tube vapor mass flux 
( )(,, iG vapInbt ) as a function of the vapor mass flux at the inlet of the manifold T-junctions 
( )(, iG vapdm ) for R-410A and R-134a, respectively, for the end inlet conditions. Test 
results for 0 and 5 kW are shown in the Figures, and the dashed lines in the Figures 
represent the prediction from the Watanabe correlation. In the Figures, data points having 
the highest manifold vapor mass flux are the data of the branch tube group No. 1, and 
data points with decreasing manifold vapor mass flux represent the data of the successive 
branch tube groups. Unlike the side inlet case, for the end inlet case of the current study, 
there exist non-linear regions between the branch tube vapor mass flux ( )(,, iG vapInbt ) and 
the vapor mass flux at the inlet of the manifold T-junctions ( )(, iG vapdm ). In addition, the 
prediction by Watanabe correlation deviates a lot from the test results. However, Figures 
5.15 and 5.16 show a relationship between the branch tube inlet vapor mass flux and the 
manifold vapor mass for the current study, which means that there are three regions 
depending upon the manifold vapor mass flux. In a region above a certain manifold vapor 
mass flux depending upon the manifold inlet mass flow rate, the branch tube inlet vapor 
mass flux is almost constant. At a region below a certain manifold vapor mass flux, the 
branch tube inlet vapor mass flux is almost constant. For a region in between the two 
regions, the branch tube inlet vapor mass flux is proportional to the manifold inlet vapor 
mass flux similar to Watanabe’s correlation. In general, the trend is quite different from 
that for the Watanabe model. At high manifold vapor mass flux, the relationship between 
the two vapor mass fluxes deviates from the linear relation predicted by Watanabe’s 
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model. This can be explained by the difference of test conditions. For the Watanabe’s 
study, the data range of the manifold vapor mass flux is 0 ~ 37 kg/m2s, but for the current 
study, the data range is 0 ~ 67 kg/m2s. Based on that, the manifold vapor mass flux for 
Watanabe’s data covers a narrower data region than that for the current study. That’s why 
the relation by the model does not show any nonlinear behavior. In addition to that, it is 
known that based on the comparison of test results between both inlet locations, the vapor 
flow distribution is strongly affected by flow regime. In addition, at low manifold vapor 









Figure 5.15 Branch tube vapor mass flux ( )(,, iG vapInbt ) vs. the vapor mass flux at the 
inlet of the manifold T-junction ( )(, iG vapdm ) for R-410A, end inlet (Measurements for 




Figure 5.16 Branch tube vapor mass flux ( )(,, iG vapInbt ) vs. the vapor mass flux at the 
inlet of the manifold T-junction ( )(, iG vapdm ) for R-134a, end inlet (Measurements for 
heat load 0 kW and 5 kW are shown, and the prediction of Watanabe correlation is 
shown.) 
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Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show the branch tube liquid fraction taken off 
( )(/)( ,,, imim liqdmliqInbt  ) as a function of the vapor Reynolds number at the inlet of T-
junctions in the manifold ( )(Re , ivapdm ) for R-410A and R-134a, respectively, for the 
end inlet test. Test results for 0 kW and 5 kW are shown in the Figures 5.17 and 5.18, and 
the dashed line in Figures 5.17 and 5.18 represents the prediction from the Watanabe 
correlation. In Figures 5.17 and 5.18, the branch tube liquid fraction taken off 
( )(/)( ,,, imim liqdmliqInbt  ) decreases with increasing vapor Reynolds number in the manifold 
( )(Re , ivapdm ). For the Watanabe’s study, the data range of the vapor Reynolds number 
in the manifold ( )(Re , ivapdm ) is 0 ~ 220, but for the current study, the data range of the 
vapor Reynolds number in the manifold ( )(Re , ivapdm ) is 0 ~ 320. However, as shown in 
Figures 5.17 and 5.18, the trend for the test results in the current study is quite similar to 
the prediction from the Watanabe model. Based on this comparison, it is assumed that the 
branch tube liquid fraction taken off for the end inlet case of the current study can be 
correlated as a function of vapor Reynolds number at the inlet of the manifold T-
junctions too. As shown in Figures 5.17 and 5.18, the trend of the relationship between 
the branch tube liquid fraction taken off ( )(/)( ,,, imim liqdmliqInbt  ) and the vapor Reynolds 
number at the inlet of T-junctions in the manifold ( )(Re , ivapdm ) for the two refrigerants 






Figure 5.17 Branch tube liquid fraction taken off ( )(/)( ,,, imim liqdmliqInbt  ) vs. 
)(Re , ivapdm  for R-410A, end inlet (Measurements for heat load 0 and 5 kW are shown, 




Figure 5.18 Branch tube liquid fraction taken off ( )(/)( ,,, imim liqdmliqInbt  ) vs. 
)(Re , ivapdm  for R-134a, end inlet (Measurements for heat load 0 kW and 5 kW are 
shown, and the prediction of Watanabe correlation is shown for comparison.) 
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In the previous section 5.3.3, it was shown that both vapor fraction taken off and the 
liquid fraction taken off could be correlated with the vapor flow properties in the 
manifold. The relationships between the branch tube vapor mass flux and manifold vapor 
mass flux, and between the liquid fraction of taken off and the vapor Reynolds number 
had different relationships for different inlet cases. Using the same T-junction approach 
with Watanabe’s, the correlation for the refrigerant distribution in the manifold is 
proposed as follows for each inlet.  
 
5.4.1 Model for the side inlet conditions 
First, the correlation for the side inlet conditions was developed. As shown in Figures 
5.11 and 5.12, the relationship between the branch tube vapor mass flux and the manifold 
vapor mass flux at the inlet of T-junctions showed linear relation between the two vapor 
mass fluxes for the two refrigerants. Therefore, first, the correlation using the relationship 
between the branch tube vapor mass flux and the manifold vapor mass flux at the inlet of 
T-junctions was tested. Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show the comparison of correlation with 
measured data based on the relationship between the branch vapor mass flux ( )(,, iG vapInbt ) 
and the vapor mass flux at the inlet of the manifold T-junctions ( )(, iG vapdm ) for R-410A 
and R-134a, respectively, for the side inlet case. Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show the branch 
vapor mass flux ( )(,, iG vapInbt ) as a function of the vapor mass flux at the inlet of the 
manifold T-junctions ( )(, iG vapdm ) for R-410A and R-134a, respectively, for the side inlet 
case. As shown in Figures 5.19 and 5.20, the prediction deviates substantially from the 
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measured data for the two refrigerants at a region, where the manifold vapor mass flux 
( )(, iG vapdm ) is smaller than 10 kg/m
2s. For proposing better correlation for the vapor 
phase, the relationship between the measured branch tube inlet vapor quality and the 
manifold vapor mass flux at the inlet of T-junctions in the manifold was considered. In 
addition, considering the inlet flow conditions, the normalized manifold vapor mass flux 
( vapIndmvapdm GiG ,,, /)( ) was introduced. To develop the correlation for the vapor phase with 
the side inlet, the measured branch tube inlet vapor quality is plotted for the R-410A and 
R-134a, respectively, in Figures 5.21 and 5.22 as a function of the normalized manifold 







Figure 5.19 Comparison of correlation with measured data based on the 
relationship between the branch vapor mass flux ( )(,, iG vapInbt ) and the vapor mass 
flux at the inlet of the manifold T-junctions ( )(, iG vapdm ) for R-410A, side inlet  
 
 
Figure 5.20 Comparison of correlation with measured data based on the 
relationship between the branch vapor mass flux ( )(,, iG vapInbt ) and the vapor mass 
flux at the inlet of the manifold T-junctions ( )(, iG vapdm ) for R-134a, side inlet  
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As shown in Figures 5.21 and 5.22, there exists a constant inlet vapor quality region 
below 0.2 of the normalized manifold vapor mass flux. In addition, for a region above 
0.2, the measured branch tube inlet vapor quality increases as the normalized manifold 
vapor mass flux increases. After considering these observations, simple correlations are 

































                  (5.9) 
 
In addition, for comparison, the predicted branch tube inlet vapor quality is shown in 
Figures 5.21 and 5.22. For the R-410A test with the side inlet, as can be seen in Figures 
5.21, 70% of the measured branch tube inlet vapor quality data are within the branch tube 
inlet vapor quality ± 0.05, and 91% of the measured branch tube inlet vapor quality are 
within the predicted branch tube inlet vapor quality ± 0.1. For the R-134a test with the 
side inlet, as can be seen in Figures 5.22, 67% of the measured branch tube inlet vapor 
quality data are within the branch tube inlet vapor quality ± 0.05, and 92% of the 
measured branch tube inlet vapor quality are within the predicted branch tube inlet vapor 
quality ± 0.1. 
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Figure 5.21 Measured branch tube inlet vapor quality ( )(, ix Inbt ) vs. the normalized 
vapor mass flux ( vapIndmvapdm GiG ,,, /)( ) for R-410A, side inlet  
 
 
Figure 5.22 Measured branch tube inlet vapor quality ( )(, ix Inbt ) vs. the normalized 
vapor mass flux ( vapIndmvapdm GiG ,,, /)( ) for R-134a, side inlet  
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For the liquid fraction taken off, the liquid fraction taken off is plotted for the R-410A 
and R-134a, respectively, in Figures 5.23 and 5.24 as a function of the normalized vapor 
Reynolds number at the inlet of T-junctions in the manifold. Figures 5.23 and 5.24 show 
the clear relationship between the liquid fraction taken off and the normalized vapor 
Reynolds number, that is, at a region below a certain normalized vapor Reynolds number, 
the liquid fraction taken off equals unity, and at a region above the normalized vapor 
Reynolds number, the liquid fraction taken of decreases with increasing normalized vapor 
Reynolds number. Based on the relationship, simple equations for the liquid fraction 



























vapIndmvapdmliqdmliqInbt                      (5.10) 
 
In addition, for comparison, the predicted fraction of liquid taken off is shown in Figures 
5.23 and 5.24. For the R-410A test with the side inlet, as can be seen in Figure 5.23, 69% 
of the measured fraction of liquid taken off data are within the predicted fraction of liquid 
taken off ± 0.05, and 86% of the measured fraction of liquid taken off data are within the 
predicted fraction of liquid taken off ± 0.1. For the R-134a test with the side inlet, as can 
be seen in Figure 5.24, 67% of the measured fraction of liquid taken off data are within 
the predicted fraction of liquid taken off ± 0.05, and  85% of the measured fraction of 
liquid taken off data are within the predicted fraction of liquid taken off ± 0.1. 
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Figure 5.23 Branch tube liquid fraction taken off ( )(/)( ,,, imim liqdmliqInbt  ) vs. the 
normalized Reynolds number ( vapIndmvapdm i ,,, Re/)(Re ) for R-410A, side inlet 
 
 
Figure 5.24 Branch tube liquid fraction taken off ( )(/)( ,,, imim liqdmliqInbt  ) vs. the 
normalized Reynolds number ( vapIndmvapdm i ,,, Re/)(Re ) for R-134a, side inlet 























































































5.4.2 Model for the end inlet conditions 
In Figures 5.15 and 5.16, for the vapor phase, it was shown that the branch tube inlet 
vapor mass flux is almost constant at a region above a certain manifold vapor mass flux, 
and at a region below a certain manifold vapor mass flux. In addition, in between the two 
regions, the branch tube inlet vapor mass flux is proportional to the manifold vapor mass 
flux at the inlet of T-junctions. In order to design such a behavior, in the same way as the 
side inlet case, the measured branch tube inlet vapor quality versus the normalized 
manifold vapor mass flux at the inlet of T-junctions in the manifold is plotted for the R-
410A and R-134a, respectively, in Figures 5.25 and 5.26. As shown in the Figures, there 
exist constant inlet vapor quality regions above 0.7, and below 0.2 of the normalized 
manifold vapor mass flux. After considering these observations, simple correlations are 




























            (5.11) 
 
As shown in Equation 5.11, the normalized manifold vapor mass flux is used instead of 
manifold vapor mass flux because the vapor phase distribution is affected by the 
manifold inlet vapor mass flux as well as the local vapor mass flux at the inlet of T-
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junction in the manifold. In addition, for comparison, the predicted branch tube inlet 
vapor quality is shown in Figures 5.25 and 5.26. For R-410A, 87% of the measured 
branch tube inlet vapor quality data are within the predicted branch tube inlet vapor 
quality ± 0.1. For R-134a, 92% of the measured branch tube inlet vapor quality data are 














Figure 5.25 Measured branch tube inlet vapor quality ( )(, ix Inbt ) vs. the normalized 
vapor mass flux ( vapIndmvapdm GiG ,,, /)( ) for R-410A, end inlet  
 
 
Figure 5.26 Measured branch tube inlet vapor quality ( )(, ix Inbt ) vs. the normalized 
vapor mass flux ( vapIndmvapdm GiG ,,, /)( ) for R-134a, end inlet  
 
(R-410A, End Inlet, TP:10mm, TN:30ea)
Gdm,vap (i) / Gdm,In,vap (i)






















(R-134a, End Inlet, TP:10mm, TN:30ea)
Gdm,vap (i) / Gdm,In,vap (i)


























For the liquid fraction taken off, in the same way used for the side inlet case, the liquid 
fraction taken off versus the normalized vapor Reynolds number at the inlet of T-
junctions in the manifold is plotted for the R-410A and R-134a, respectively, in Figures 
5.27 and 5.28. The Figures show the clear relationship between the liquid fraction taken 
off and the normalized vapor Reynolds number, that is, at a region below a certain 
normalized vapor Reynolds number, the liquid fraction taken off equals unity, and at a 
region above the normalized vapor Reynolds number, the liquid fraction taken of 
decreases as the normalized vapor Reynolds number increases. Based on this 
relationship, simple equations for the liquid fraction taken off are proposed for R-410A 




























                     (5-12) 
 
As shown in Equation 5.12, the normalized vapor Reynolds number at the inlet of T-
junctions in the manifold is used for considering the effect of both the manifold inlet 
vapor Reynolds number and the local vapor Reynolds number at the inlet of T-junctions. 
In addition, for comparison, the predicted fraction of liquid taken off is shown in Figures 
5.27 and 5.28. For the R-410A test with the end inlet, as can be seen in Figure 5.27, 75% 
of the measured fraction of liquid taken off data are within the predicted fraction of liquid 
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taken off ± 0.05, and  90% of the measured fraction of liquid taken off data are within the 
predicted fraction of liquid taken off ± 0.1. For the R-134a test with the end inlet, as can 
be seen in Figure 5.28, 85% of the measured fraction of liquid taken off data are within 
the predicted fraction of liquid taken off ± 0.05, and 95% of the measured fraction of 














Figure 5.27 Branch tube liquid fraction taken off ( )(/)( ,,, imim liqdmliqInbt  ) vs. the 
normalized Reynolds number ( vapIndmvapdm i ,,, Re/)(Re ) for R-410A, end inlet  
 
 
Figure 5.28 Branch tube liquid fraction taken off ( )(/)( ,,, imim liqdmliqInbt  ) vs. the 
normalized Reynolds number ( vapIndmvapdm i ,,, Re/)(Re ) for R-134a, end inlet 






















































































5.4.3 Effect of inlet location (or inlet geometry) 
To investigate the effect of inlet location (or inlet geometry), for R-410A, test results for 
the manifold inlet mass flow rate 30 g/s with the end inlet are compared with test results 
for the manifold inlet mass flow rate 60 g/s with the side inlet. For the side inlet, the 
refrigerant flows into the dividing manifold from the middle located at the rear side. The 
incoming refrigerant impinges on the inner wall of the manifold, and is divided 
symmetrically near the inlet. Therefore, for 60 g/s with the side inlet, the test results for 
half of the manifold are compared with the test results of the entire manifold for 30 g/s 
with the end inlet. For the two inlet locations, the inlet vapor and liquid mass flux are 
almost same because the test results for half of the manifold for the side inlet are 
considered. To investigate the effect of inlet location, first, correlations of the vapor 
phase for the two inlet locations were developed. To develop the correlations of the vapor 
phase for both inlet locations, the measured branch tube inlet vapor quality is plotted for 
30 g/s with the end inlet and for 60 g/s with the side inlet, respectively, in Figures 5.29 
and 5.30 as a function of the normalized manifold vapor mass flux at the inlet of T-
junctions in the manifold. As shown in Figures 5.29 and 5.30, there exists a constant inlet 
vapor quality region below 0.4 of the normalized manifold vapor mass flux. In addition, 
for a region above 0.4, the measured branch tube inlet vapor quality increases as the 
normalized manifold vapor mass flux increases. After considering these observations, 
simple correlations are proposed in a modified form of Watanabe model for 30 g/s with 
















































           (5.13) 
 
In addition, for comparison, the predicted branch tube inlet vapor quality is shown in 
Figures 5.29 and 5.30. For the manifold inlet mass flow rate 30 g/s with the end inlet, as 
can be seen in Figures 5.29, 87% of the measured branch tube inlet vapor quality data are 
within the predicted branch tube inlet vapor quality ± 0.1. For the manifold inlet mass 
flow rate 60 g/s with the side inlet, as can be seen in Figures 5.30, 93% of the measured 
branch tube inlet vapor quality data are within the predicted branch tube inlet vapor 
quality ± 0.1. In Figures 5.29 and 5.30, unity of the normalized manifold vapor mass flux 
represents the manifold inlet region and 0 of the normalized manifold vapor mass flux 
represents a region close to the end of the manifold. As seen in Figures 5.29 and 5.30, at a 
region below 0.4 of the normalized manifold vapor mass flux, the developed correlations 
show that the branch inlet vapor quality is almost constant for both inlet locations. 
However, at a region above 0.4 of the normalized manifold vapor mass flux, the 
developed correlations show different trends for both inlet locations. At the inlet of the 
manifold, the branch tube inlet vapor quality for the end inlet is almost 100%, but the 
branch tube inlet vapor quality for the end inlet is almost 60%. As shown in Figures 5.29 
and 5.30, at a region above 0.4 of the normalized manifold vapor mass flux, the branch 
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tube inlet vapor quality for the end inlet is more drastically varied along the manifold. 
Based on that, it can be said that the vapor phase distribution is strongly affected by the 
inlet location (or inlet geometry), especially at a region near the inlet. For developing 
correlations of the liquid fraction taken off, the liquid fraction taken off is plotted for the 
manifold inlet mass flow rate 30 g/s with the end inlet and for the manifold inlet mass 
flow rate 60 g/s with the side inlet, respectively, in Figures 5.31 and 5.32 as a function of 
the normalized vapor Reynolds number at the inlet of T-junctions in the manifold. 
Figures 5.31 and 5.32 show that at a region below a certain normalized vapor Reynolds 
number, the liquid fraction taken off equals unity, and at a region above the normalized 
vapor Reynolds number, the liquid fraction taken of decreases with increasing normalized 
vapor Reynolds number. Based on the relationship, simple equations for the liquid 
fraction taken off are proposed for 30 g/s with the end inlet and for 60 g/s with the side 
inlet in Equation 5.14. In addition, for comparison, the predicted fraction of liquid taken 
off is shown in Figures 5.31 and 5.32. For the manifold inlet mass flow rate 30 g/s with 
the end inlet, as can be seen in Figure 5.31, 90% of the measured fraction of liquid taken 
off data are within the predicted fraction of liquid taken off ± 0.10. For the manifold inlet 
mass flow rate 60 g/s with the side inlet, as can be seen in Figure 5.32, 93% of the 
measured fraction of liquid taken off data are within the predicted fraction of liquid taken 































































              (5.14) 
As seen in Figures 5.31 and 5.32, unity of the normalized vapor Reynolds number 
represents the manifold inlet region and 0 of the normalized vapor Reynolds number 
represents a region close to the end of the manifold. Figures 5.31 and 5.32 show that at a 
region below 0.2 of the normalized vapor Reynolds number at the inlet of T-junctions, 
the fraction of liquid taken off for both inlet locations is unity. In Figures 5.31 and 5.32, 
in overall, it is shown that at a region above 0.2 of the normalized vapor Reynolds 
number at the inlet of T-junctions, the fraction of liquid taken off for the end inlet case is 





Figure 5.29 Measured branch tube inlet vapor quality ( )(, ix Inbt ) vs. the normalized 
vapor mass flux ( vapIndmvapdm GiG ,,, /)( ) for R-410A and  g/s30, =Indmm , end inlet  
 
 
Figure 5.30 Measured branch tube inlet vapor quality ( )(, ix Inbt ) vs. the normalized 
vapor mass flux ( vapInhalfdmvapdm GiG ,,, /)( − ) for R-410A and  g/s60, =Indmm , side inlet  
 
(R-410A, End Inlet, TP:10mm, TN:30ea)
Gdm,vap (i) / Gdm,In,vap 





















(R-410A, Side Inlet, TP:10mm, TN:30ea)
Gdm,vap (i) / Gdm,half-In,vap























Figure 5.31 Branch tube liquid fraction taken off ( )(/)( ,,, imim liqdmliqInbt  ) vs. the 
normalized Reynolds number ( vapIndmvapdm i ,,, Re/)(Re ) for R-410A and 
 g/s30, =Indmm , end inlet  
 
 
Figure 5.32 Branch tube liquid fraction taken off ( )(/)( ,,, imim liqdmliqInbt  ) vs. the 
normalized Reynolds number ( vapInhalfdmvapdm i ,,, Re/)(Re − ) for R-410A and 
 g/s60, =Indmm , side inlet  
(R-410A, Side Inlet, TP:10mm, TN:30ea)
Redm,vap(i)
0.5 / Redm,half-In, vap
0.5







































(R-410A, End Inlet, TP:10mm, TN:30ea)
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5.5 Parameters Affecting Refrigerant Flow Distribution 
Based on the test results and the analysis of the refrigerant distribution in the manifold 
using a T-junction method, the effects of parameters on the flow distribution were 
evaluated. Three major parameters affecting refrigerant flow distribution are summarized 
as follows; 
 
5.5.1 Manifold mass flux 
As shown in section 5.4, for the end inlet, the branch tube inlet vapor quality is almost 
constant at high vapor mass flux and at low vapor mass flux. In between the two vapor 
mass fluxes, the branch tube inlet vapor quality is proportional to the manifold vapor 
mass flux in the inlet of T-junction in the manifold. For the side inlet, there is no such 
high vapor mass flux region where the branch tube inlet vapor quality is almost constant, 
which is close to 100% because of the reduced manifold vapor mass flux due to the inlet 
location and/or inlet geometry. At the same range of the normalized manifold vapor mass 
flux, the branch inlet vapor quality distribution shows different behaviors depending on 
the inlet location and/or inlet geometry. The branch tube inlet vapor quality for the end 
inlet case is more sensitive to the normalized manifold vapor mass flux than for the side 
inlet case. Therefore, it can be said that the vapor phase distribution is affected by the 
manifold vapor mass flux in the inlet of the T-junction in the manifold as well as inlet 





5.5.2 Momentum flux ratio between vapor and liquid 
Due to the difference in the momentum flux for the vapor and the liquid, the liquid is 
traveling farther towards the end of manifold than the vapor. Therefore, the vapor phase 
is flowing through the first branch tubes near the inlet, while the liquid phase is flowing 
through the last branch tubes of the manifold. Through the flow visualization, it was seen 
that the liquid level increased along the dividing manifold. 
 
5.5.3 Inlet location and/or inlet geometry  
For the end inlet, the refrigerant is coming from the left to the manifold inlet. At the near 
inlet, the liquid is flowing at the lower part of the dividing manifold, and the vapor is 
flowing at the upper part of the manifold due to the gravitational effect. Therefore, it is 
shown that the branch tube inlet quality for the first tubes near the inlet is close to 100% 
even though the number of tube groups having 100% vapor quality is depending upon the 
manifold inlet mass flux. In addition, it is shown that the liquid level increases along the 
dividing manifold up to a certain length of it because the liquid is traveling farther than 
the vapor due to inertia difference, and at the far right end, the liquid level is kept almost 
constant. For the side inlet, it was shown that the incoming refrigerant impinges on the 
inner side wall of the manifold, and is divided symmetrically near the inlet. The interface 
between the vapor and the liquid has a V-shaped form near the inlet. Due to the 
difference in the inlet geometry, the different flow distribution from that for the end inlet 




6 HEAT EXCHANGER SIMULATIONS 
In order to investigate the effect of refrigerant maldistribution on the performance of the 
tested heat exchanger, heat exchanger simulations were conducted. Based on the 
developed refrigerant correlations, a heat exchanger simulation program (CEEE, 2006) 
was used for the heat exchanger simulations. In order to consider realistic operating 
conditions for the low manifold inlet mass flow rates, it was needed to reduce either the 
heat exchanger length or frontal air velocity for the fixed of degree of superheating at the 
outlet of heat exchanger. In the current study, for the low manifold inlet mass flow rates, 
the heat exchanger simulations were performed by reducing frontal air velocity with the 
fixed heat exchanger geometry (which is tested heat exchanger). Table 6.1 shows the heat 
exchanger geometry and operating conditions for the heat exchanger simulations. 
 
Table 6.1 Heat exchanger geometry and operating conditions for heat exchanger 
simulations 
No Refrigerant TP (mm) TN Indm
x ,  
HEX 
Length (m) Inlet MFR (g/s) 
1 End 30, 45, 60 
2 
R-410A 10 30 0.3 1  
Side 30, 45, 60 
 
 
To calculate the air-side heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop, Chang-Wang louver 
fin correlation was used. The dimension of the louver fin chosen for calculation is as 
follows: 1) louver angle: 30° 2) fin thickness: 0.1mm 3) Number of fins per inch: 18 fpi 
4) Fin height: 7.2 mm 5) louver depth: 1 mm. For calculating refrigerant side heat 
transfer coefficient, Gnielinski correlation and Kandilikar correlation were chosen for 
single phase and two-phase, respectively. For the calculation of the refrigerant pressure 
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drop, Blasius correlation and Friedel correlation were used for single phase and two-
phase, respectively. 
 
Table 6.2 Heat exchanger simulations results 
Indmm ,  (g/s) 30 
Air Velocity (m/s) 0.5  
Inlet Temperature (°C) 7.2 
Air-Side HTC (W/m2K) 71.9 
Refrigerant Distribution Uniform distribution 
Maldistribution 
- End inlet 
Maldistribution 
- Side inlet 
Capacity (W) 4,708 (100%) 4,520 (96%) 4,449 (94.5%) 
 
Indmm ,  (g/s) 45 
Air Velocity (m/s) 1.0  
Inlet Temperature (°C) 7.2 
Air-Side HTC (W/m2K) 102.4 
Refrigerant Distribution Uniform distribution 
Maldistribution 
- End inlet 
Maldistribution 
- Side inlet 
Capacity (W) 7,203 (100%) 6,800 (94.4%) 6,654 (92.4%) 
 
Indmm ,  (g/s) 60 
Air Velocity (m/s) 1.2  
Inlet Temperature (°C) 7.2 
Air-Side HTC (W/m2K) 112.4 
Refrigerant Distribution Uniform distribution 
Maldistribution 
- End inlet 
Maldistribution 
- Side inlet 
Capacity (W) 9,257 (100%) 7,836 (84.6%) 8,721 (94.2%) 
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Table 6.2 shows some heat exchanger simulations results. As shown in Table 6.2, for the 
end inlet case, as the manifold inlet mass flow rate increases, the performance 
degradation increases. For  g/s30, =Indmm and 45 g/s, the capacity degradation for both 
inlet locations is almost similar compared to the uniform refrigerant distribution. 
However, for the end inlet case with  g/s60, =Indmm , the capacity degradation is about 
15%.  Therefore, for  g/s60, =Indmm , the side inlet design is preferred. Figures 6.1, 6.2, 
and 6.3 show the simulated cooling capacity as a function of branch tube group for 
 g/s30, =Indmm , 45 g/s, and 60 g/s, respectively. For both inlets, the cooling capacity for 
the tube groups near the inlet is smaller than that for other tube groups because of higher 
inlet vapor quality.  
 
 
Figure 6.1 Simulated cooling capacity vs. branch tube group number for R-410A 
and  g/s30, =Indmm  
 
 Cooling capacity
(R-410A, MFR: 30 g/s, TP:10 mm, TN:30 ea)
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Figure 6.2 Simulated cooling capacity vs. branch tube group number for R-410A 
and  g/s45, =Indmm  
 
 
Figure 6.3 Simulated cooling capacity vs. branch tube group number for R-410A 
and  g/s60, =Indmm  
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(R-410A, MFR: 45 g/s, TP:10 mm, TN:30 ea)
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In order to provide essential design information of microchannel evaporators, an 
experimental study was conducted for the effects of geometry, operating conditions, and 
fluid properties on the distribution of refrigerant and pressure drops in the horizontal 
evaporator manifold.  From the experimental data and simulation results, the following 
conclusions are deduced. 
 
• An experimental facility with a visualization section for mimicking a real heat 
exchanger manifold geometry was developed. Measurements for refrigerant 
distribution were conducted under realistic operating conditions. 
• Based on the observations on experimental data, the two-phase refrigerant was not 
uniformly distributed. For the entire test conditions, both non-uniform distribution 
of the mass flow rate and non-uniform distribution of the individual phases were 
found. 
- In the current study, the degree of non-uniform distribution of the vapor and 
liquid phase was more severe than that of the mass flow rate. 
• Based on the heat exchanger simulation results using test results for the refrigerant 
distribution, for the side inlet case, the capacity degradation as compared to the 
uniform distribution at the tested inlet manifold mass flow rates (at 30, 45 and 60 
g/s) is 5 ~ 8%. For the end inlet case, as the inlet manifold mass flow rate increases, 
the capacity degradation as compared to the uniform distribution is larger. The 
capacity degradation ranges from 4% to 15% as a function of the manifold inlet 
mass flow rate. 
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• Based on the observations of the effects of geometry, operating conditions and fluid 
properties on the flow distribution, the following characteristics were observed. 
- The differences between R-410A and R-134a were minor. 
- The refrigerant distribution is little affected by the variation of heat load, tube 
pitch, and   tube group number. 
- The refrigerant distribution is strongly affected by the manifold inlet locations 
and/or inlet geometry and manifold inlet vapor mass flux. For the end inlet case, 
the profile of the branch tube inlet vapor quality is of a “stepwise” shape. There 
exist two almost constant value regions, one of about 100% vapor quality, one of 
about 20% vapor quality with a very short transition region. Near the inlet, the 
branch tube inlet vapor quality is almost 100%, and near the end of the manifold, 
the branch tube inlet vapor quality is about 12%. In between two regions, there is 
a short transition area. For the end inlet case, as the manifold inlet mass flow rate 
increases, the number of branch tube groups having almost 100% tube inlet vapor 
quality is increasing because the vapor-liquid interface is moving farther towards 
the end of the manifold due to the increased momentum. At the manifold inlet 
mass flow rate 30 g/s, 10% of the number of branch tubes has almost 100% tube 
inlet vapor quality. At 60 g/s, about 30% of the number of branch tubes has 
almost 100% tube inlet vapor quality. However, for the side inlet case, there is no 
such region having 100% branch tube inlet vapor quality. For the side inlet case, 
the profile of the branch tube inlet vapor quality is symmetric. Near the inlet, the 
branch tube inlet vapor quality is about 60 ~ 70%, and near the end of the 
manifold, the branch tube inlet vapor quality is about 20%. In between two 
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regions, the branch tube inlet vapor quality decreases monotonously along the 
manifold. 
   - In overall, based on the test results, the side inlet location is preferred for a wide 
range of mass flow rate compared to the end inlet location. 
 
• Based on the flow visualization and test results, gravitational forces affect phase 
separation in the horizontal manifold. In addition, the momentum difference 
between vapor and liquid has effects on the refrigerant distribution, that is, low 
momentum vapor is easily taken off in the branch tubes near the inlet, while high 
momentum liquid is traveling farther towards the far end of the manifold.   
   
• Based on the test results, a set of empirical correlations for the refrigerant 
distribution in the dividing manifold were developed using a T-junction concept in 
the modified forms of the Watanabe model.    









8 FUTURE WORK 
The current study has investigated two-phase refrigerant distribution in horizontal 
manifolds with vertically upward branch tubes for the representative geometrical and 
operational parameters. For better understanding of two-phase refrigerant distribution in 
manifolds with other geometrical and operational parameters, the recommended future 
research effort is: 
 
(1) Number of refrigerant inlets 
In the current study, one inlet was used for refrigerant flow distribution. For the end inlet 
case, it was shown that as the manifold inlet mass flow rate increased, the vapor-liquid 
interface for the transition region was traveling farther towards the end of the manifold. 
Therefore, the capacity degradation for the higher mass flow rate as compared to a 
uniform distribution was larger because of the increased number of tube groups having 
higher inlet vapor quality. For improving refrigerant flow maldistribution, it is of 
considerable interest to investigate refrigerant distribution in the manifolds with two or 
more inlets depending on the geometry and manifold length. Based on the measurements 
for the manifold inlet mass flow rate 60 g/s with the end inlet, about 30% of the branch 
tube groups near the inlet have almost 100% vapor quality. For instance, if two inlets are 
used in the manifolds instead of one inlet, it is expected that the degree of maldistribution 
is getting smaller due to the reduced manifold inlet mass flow rate. 
(2) Location of the dividing manifold 
In the current study, the dividing manifold was located at the bottom, while the collecting 
manifold was located at the top in the heat exchanger. Therefore, the refrigerant flow 
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direction in the branch tubes was vertically upward. Since the dividing manifold was 
located at the bottom, the liquid was flowing at the lower part of the manifold, while the 
vapor was flowing at the upper part of the manifold due to gravitational effect. Therefore, 
it was very difficult to distribute the liquid into the branch tubes near the inlet. However, 
if the dividing manifold is in the top of the heat exchanger, gravity will assist liquid 
distribution into the branch tubes near the inlet. Therefore, it is recommended to 
investigate two-phase refrigerant distribution in horizontal manifolds with vertically 
downward branch tubes for better understanding of flow distribution with the different 
location of the dividing manifold. In addition, in some evaporators for specific 
applications, there is more than one pass using baffles in the manifolds for better 
refrigerant distribution or reducing refrigerant pressure drop. In such evaporators, the 
refrigerant flow is reversing multiple times in the headers, which means the role of 
header is not fixed but alternatively changing as a dividing manifold and then collecting 
manifold. Therefore, for the complete analysis of refrigerant flow distribution in such 
evaporators, it is needed to investigate experimentally refrigerant distribution in the 
manifold with vertically downward branch tubes.  
(3) Inclined heat exchanger 
In the current study, the investigation of two-phase refrigerant distribution was conducted 
in horizontal manifolds with vertically upward branch tubes. In some application, the 
evaporators are inclined, which means the branch tubes have a slope. In such evaporators, 
the effect of gravity might be reduced, and the different pressure drop profile along the 
branch tubes may lead to different refrigerant distribution results. Therefore, it will be 
very interesting to investigate refrigerant distribution in the microchannel evaporators 
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with different slope. In addition, in the inclined heat exchanger, the air velocity 
distribution is not uniform either. This may lead to different refrigerant distribution 
results too. 
(4) Fundamental modeling 
In the current study, the new model for the refrigerant distribution in the manifolds with 
vertically upward branches was proposed based on the test results. Since large number of 
geometrical and operational parameters is involved, it is impractical to develop empirical 
models with general applicability. Therefore, many researchers have attempted to 
develop physically based mechanistic models with better prediction capability and wide 
range or validity and operating conditions. In such models, it is needed to identify 
involved governing mechanisms and to apply appropriate conservation laws and closure 
equations. It was reported that such models produced big deviations from test results in 
some cases, and brought stability and convergence problems in the solution procedure 
due to the large set of equations involved. However, such physically based mechanistic 
models provide very valuable insight of fundamental mechanism for the flow distribution. 
Therefore, for better understanding of refrigerant flow distribution in the manifold, it is 
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